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AngelaMosley doesn't just play music,
·she believes in it.
Emily Wuchner
News Editor
When Angela Mosley plays the Sowerby Pastoral on the organ. she pictures
a calm, rural setting with a sunset. When she plays Brahm's Intermezzo Opus
117 No. 1 in E Oat major she thinks about chocolate milk chocolate for the major
sections and dark chocolate with a hiDl of strawberry for the minor sections.
When she plays Mozart, she imagines children running and playing, personifying the style of some of his pieces.
But when Mosley sits down to the piano she docs not sec the glistening black
and white keys or notes splashed across a sheet of paper or even the audience
attentively watching in the perfQrmancc ball.
Mosley is blind.
Born three months premature, the senior from Puryear. Tenn., was diagnosed with retinupathy of prematurity and has been blind since birth.
While Mosley has a typical college lifestyle, attending classes and spending
time with family and friends. a large portion of her time is spent learning and
playing all types of music, especially jazz, blues and classical.
With help from her teacher Stephen Brown, professor of music, Mosley will
perform her senior recital at 3:30 p.m. Saturday. She will perform half of the
recital on piano in the Performing Arts Hall and the other half on organ in Farrell Recital Hall in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Mosley's interest in the piano started with a small toy she would plunk notes
on when she was 2. By 4 she was playing on a full-sized instrument. She chose
piano for the rich, full sound and tone the instrument produces. Her mother
was also a large influence in her decision.
"I would listen to her play a lot and they noticed that I had some talent,
because my musical talent has been a God-given gift," Mosley said.
She began learning to play tunes she heard on television, the radio or on cassette. She began taking lessons in lOth grade at the Tennessee School for the
Blind in Nashville.
At Murray State, Mosley is earning her bachelor of arts in keyboard studies,
where she studies piano, organ, synthesizer and harpsichord. A senior recital
or project is a requirement for completing the degree. Mosley nlso takes weekly lessons with Brown, who has been her only piano teacher while on campus.
Brown said he did not have any previous experience teaching a blind student
piano. so lessons are not only a challenge but also a learning experience. He
learned many teaching techniqu~s as lessons progressed.
"It's been unique," Brown said. "'t's been most challenging."
A difficulty Mosley and Brown encounter is working out fingerings for the
pieces. He also demonstrates the styles and rhythms, which she picks up quickly.
photos by Elaine Kighi/The Nows
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Interim dean prepares library revamp
Jason Morrow
Staff writer
Adam Murray has been interim dean of
libraries for just over a month and he is
already leading the charge for many
changes that will affect all students campuswide.
After getting his master's degree in
Library and Informational Science from
UNC-Greensboro, Murray moved here in
2006 to become the head of acquisitions
for Murray State libraries. He was the
ftrst person to hold the position in eight
years. In September, he was asked to be
the interim dean of libraries for Murray
State after the departure of Laurene
Zaporozhetz.
Students will see many library system
changes by the spring semester, Murray
said. One of major changes is Blackboard
integration. For every class that is connected to blackboar d, there will be a link
labeled "library" in the course shell.
When a student clicks on this link, he or
she will be able to view all available
library resources for that specific subject.
"We're moving more and more into an
electronic realm to make things more
available 24-7," Murray said.
Pogue Special Collections Library is
joining the action as well with a program
Murray calls scan on demand.
Scan on demand will allow students

and faculty members to access Pogue
Library letters and documents from any
location at any time as long as the scan is
available and the person has University
login access. If a scan is not available at
the time, the individual can request it to
be archived and it will soon be accessible
to anyone at any time over the Internet.
'1nitially. the collection will be very
small because we don't know exactly
what the students and faculty will want to
usc," he said, UBut as more people use it,
the collection itself will become better.P
With a good deal of the library's budget
being used to update and buy new books,
a large effort will be put into a weeding
program. During the weeding process,
library employees and other volunteers
will temove books that arc no longer rei·
evant or have not been checked out in 2030 years, Murray said.
Murray's goal in these projects is to
make the library more accessible to all
students on and off campus.
"It is a growing reality," Murray said.
"Traditionally libraries have had this
notion that people should come to the
library for their needs. What we're
intending to do with this blackboard integration and scan on demand is put our
resources where our students arc. It puts
the library front and center."
jason Morrow can be reached at
jason.morrow@murraystatc.cdu.

Senior AnQela Mosley practices for her senior recital with Professor of Music Stephen Brown.

University adds honor society
Phi Kappa Phi looks to sign charter, establish group members
Kyle Smith
Contributing writer
The 302nd chapter of Phi
Kappa Phi will offtcially be
formed November with the signing of the charter and the initiation of the organization's ftrst
offtcial members, Phi Kappa Phi
establishing committee President
and Associate Professor of Agriculture, Pat Williams said.
Standing for the Latin phrase
Philosophia Krateito Photon, "Let
the love of learning rule humanity," Phi Kappa Phi is the oldest,
largest and most selective honor
society in the country
Unlike many academic honor
societies, Phi Kappa Phi recog·
nizes scholars across all disciplines.
According to the Phi Kappa Phi
Web site, only the top 7.5 percent
oflast-term juniors and the top-10
percent of seniors in each academic discipline are invited to
become members of Phi Kappa
Phi.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~._

Director of Counseling and
Testing and member of the Phi
Kappa Phi establishing commit·
tee, Bill Allbritten said the society
recognizes students for the right
reason.
ult's a validation of a student's
scholastic excellence,'' Allbritten
said.
"If you've got the best and
brightest, why not usc that braintrust to give something back."
Allbritten said former Dean of
the College of Business and Public Affairs Dannie Harrison and
former Associate Provost Sandra
Jordan,initiated the committee to
begin the founding process for
Murray State's chapter.
Harrison and Jordan sent a
campus-wide e-mail to determine
who was interested in joining the
founding committee.
Over the past two years, committee members worked to bring
a chapter to campus by formally
petitioning to the Honor Society
of Phi Kappa Phi.
Williams said he hopes mem-

bership in this chapter will be
more than a resume builder.
"We want to get this group to
make a presence at Murray
State," Williams said. "We want
to go beyond the resume line and
give back to Murray."
Williams plans to invite students to join the organization
each semester. He said the chapter will hold its inaugural initiation and charter signing will be
held in the Curris Center Large
Ballroom at 5:30 p.m. Nov. 28.
Williams and national Phi
Kappa Phi President Robert
Rogow will preside over the ceremony.
The original Phi Kappa Phi
chapter was founded at the University of Maine in 1897 nnd has
more than one million members
to date. ·
According to the Phi Kappa Phi
Web site, over $700,000 in scholarships are awarded each year to
Phi Kappa Phi members.
Kyle Smith can be reached at
kyle.smir.h@murraystatc.edu.

___.___________________..___._~.__.._MM-*~----~~~~~=~~~-~-,AE~~~

News Editor. E~Wuchner
Assistant News
or: Alaina Zanin
Phone: 809-4468
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Today

Wednesday

•9 a.m. FaJI teacher career fair; Curris

•4 p.m. Hump Nite; Curris Center Stables;
African-American and Ethnic Programs
study night, free
•5 p.m. Student Govt.•rnmcnt Senate meeting; Curris Center Barkley Room: students may share issues; open to the public
•5 p.m. Up' Till Dawn Rebate Night;
August Moon; proceeds benefit St. Jude
Children's Hospital
•7 p.m. Christ Ambassadors, Weekly
Word and Worship; Curris Center Theater

I

Thursday

l

Center Ballroom; students can meet with
recruiters from area school districts, free
•Noon Intercollegiate Horse Show; sponsored by the Murray State Equestrian
Team; Expo Center, free
•5:30 p.m. Fiddle Festival concert; Lovett
Auditorium, students $3, nonstudents $6
•7 p.m. Women's volleyball vs. Tennessee
State; Racer Arena, free
•7 p.m. Rock-A-Thon; Curris Center Ballroom; Alpha Gamma Delta Fundraiser for
diabetes; prizes at the door, $2
•7:30 p.m. Chinese Film Festival; Curris
Center Theater, free

1

Saturday

I

Nov.2

Sunday
Monday

file photo

Tuesday
•7 p.m. Women's basketball vs. Bethel;
RSEC; free

International Education Week:
·6 p.m.. Nov.12; Access to Health Around the World
panel discussion; Mason Auditorium, free
·2 p.m.. Nov. 13; DoinQ Business Around the World
discussion; Curris Center Ohio room. free
·4 p.m.. Nov. 14; Globalization and the Sell. Trade dis·
cussion; Curris Center Mississippi room. free
·6 p.m.. Nov. 15; Minister Gier Chuanq Aluonq speaks:
• Wrather Auditorium. free

•6:30 p.m. "The Art of Belly Dancing";
dance studio in The Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center: call 809-3140 to reserve a spot, $3
students, $5 nonstudents
•7 p.m. Intercollegiate Rodeo; Expo Center, $8 general admission, $5 students,
children S and under free
•7:30 p.m. "The Merry Wives of Windsor";
Robert E. Johnson Theatre, adults $12, students free
•8 p.m. Dierks Bentley concert; RSEC; for
more information go to tkketmaster.com
•9 p.m. Thursday Night Grind; Jeff Finley;
Hart College Throughbrewed: sponsored
by SGA, free

I
I

l

· Nov. 3
I

I 12:26 a.m. An officer reported an

For a complete listinq of events and more in forma·
tion go to www.murraystate.edu/iew

Coming Up:8 p.m.. Nov.16.

1 12:21 a.m. A caller from Hwy. 121
! North requested an officer to
check on a large gathering at a fraternity house. The caller reported
having items stolen during the
gatherings. The Calloway County
Sheriff's Office was notified.
8:03 a.m. An officer on College
Farm Road responded to a girl
needing assistance. The officer
transported her back to Calloway
County high school.
11:07 a.m. A caller from the Old
I Fine Arts Building reported graf. fiti on walls inside the building.
An officer took a report for criminal mischief.
ll:56 a.m. A caller from the
Regents College parking lot
reported a parking bumper in the
middle of the driveway. Facilities
management was notified.

I

•9 a.m. Intercollegiate Horse Show; sponsored by the Murray State Equestrian
Team; Expo Center, free

church groups; Wesley Foundation, free

5:04 a.m. A caller from New Clark
College reported an intoxicated
person causing problems. An offi1 cer reported the person punched
holes in the walls, destroyed a
residential room and physically
assaulted another person. An offi·
cer took a report for criminal mischief and assault. The assaulted
person did not want to press
'I charges.
12:26 p.m. A caller from the Curris
Center reported a motor vehicle
accident without injuries. An officer took an accident report.
5:51 p.m. Murray State police
1 issued a citation to Elizabeth H.
Ballard, freshman from Murray,
Ky., for driving on a suspended
driver's license.
1l:Sl p.m. The residence director
at Springer College reported an
air conditioner unit on the second-floor was making a popping
noise and giving off a hot smell.
· Central Plant and the Murray Fire
1 Department were notified. Central Plant replaced the motor.

I

•9 a.m. Intercollegiate Horse Show: sponsored by the Murray State Equestrian
Team: Expo Center, free
•9'.30 a.m. Fiddle Festival concert; Lovett
Auditorium. students $3, nonstudents $6
•2 p.m. Women's volleyball vs. Tennessee
Tech; Racer Arena. free
·
•7 p.m. Men's basketball vs. Rider. RSEC.
free
•7:30 p.m. Chinese Film Festival; Curris
Center Theater, free

•6 p.m. Home-cooked meals provided by
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intoxicated person at the tennis
on 16th Street. A cab took
the intoxicated person home. An
officer took a report.
1:39 a.m. A caller: from on campus
requested to speak to an officer
about unwanted sexual contact
with an acquaintance. An officer
co~ts

l

11

Sonowrlters
In the Round n•; Lovett Auditorium; tickets can
be purchased at all Ticketmaster Outlet loca~ons. tlcketmaster.com and at the door, $5
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1U:J6 a.m.

A caller frotn College Courts reported
shaving c~abl on a vehicle. An officer waa not able
to contact the owner. but reported there appeared
to be no damage to the vehicle.

took a report
9'53 p.m. A caller from Richmond
College reported the .smell of natural gas by the front desk. The
Murray Fire Department, Central
Plant and the Murray Gas Company were notified. The gas company did not find a leak. An officer
took a report.

Nov.4
12:25 a.m. An officer saw a person
in the Five Points parking lot driving erratically. An officer reported the person got lost looking for
Hwy Ul. The officer gave the person directions.
1'04 a.m. The residence director
of Regents College requested an
officer to check the front of the
colll!ge. The RD thought residents
might have been throwing things
from the upper floors. The officer
did not find anything.
10:02 a.m. A caller from White
College reported the east elevator
was stuck on the ninth floor. Central Plant was notified.
5:23 p.m. An ambulance service
notifiCJ:} Public Safety a life flight
helicopter would be landing in
the Roy Stewart Stadium parking
lot. Officers were notified.

Nov.S
1:39 p.m. A caller from Alexander
Hall reported vandalism to the
playground equipment of Head
Start. An officer took a report for
criminal mischief.
6:04 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Jinil Kin, nonstudent from Murray, Ky.• for failure to illuminate and not having a
driver's license.
8:01p.m. An officer found a vehicle in a parking lot north of the
intramural fields with it's engine
and lights on. An officer was
unable to make contact with the
owner, but notified the Hester
College front desk.

Nov.6
9:10 a.m. A caller from the Business Building reported a student

having trouble breathing. Emergency Medical Services were
notified. An officer transported
the student to health services. An
officer took a report.
ll.:S2 p.m. A person at Hart College was stuck in an elevator on
the fifth floor. Facilities Manage·
ment was notified. An officer was
able to get the person off the devator.
12:03 p.m. A caller from the wellness center reported the theft of a
cell phone. An officer took a
report for theft of less than $300.
4:45 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Robert L Dennis, nonstudent from Kirksey, Ky.,
for an expired license plate. An
officer gave a verbal warning for
improper display and driver's
license not in possession.

Nov.7
9:25 a.m. Murray State Police
charged Joseph Work, freshman
from Murray, Ky., with criminal
mischief for damages to his room
in New Clark College.
10:46 a.m. A person at Public Safety requested to speak with an officer regarding theft from a residential room. An officer took a
report.
2:20 p.m. A person in Hart College was stuck on an elevator
between the fourth nnJ fifth
floors. .Facilities Management was
notified and the person got off the
elevator.
10:28 p.m. The Marshall County
Sherifrs Office told Murray State
Police to attempt to locate a possible suicidal person who was
wanted for questioning in a case.
Officers were notified.
Motorist assists- 0
Racer escorts- 5
Arrests- 0

P.mily Wuc-hner and Alaina Zanin
compile Police Beat with materials
Public Safety provides. All dispatched calls are not listed.
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MOSLEY
From Pagel
"One of the most challenging things was the
fingering." Brown said. "What she would do is
she would put her hand on my hand and get the
fingering that way:•
Brown said he often uses de~criptions and
images - such as sunsets and flavors - to help
Mosley understand the style and interpretation
of the piece.
Mosley's familiarity with the keyboard and
the location of notes is very helpful. Brown
said. The keys on the piano arc st:~tionary and
pitches automatically sound when the key is
pressed.
"She has a great feel for the topography, the
layout. the geography of the keyboard," Brown
said. "It's interesting sometimes, when she's
hesit;mt and I can tell: the little hesitations and
pauses as she's trying to get her bearings."
To his knowledge no other blind pianists
have studied at Murray State.
Once or twice a year, Urown orders Braille
music from the Library of Congress and· it is
sent to Murray State. Mosley runs her fingers
over the paper music to read the key signature,
time signature and tempo markings. The notes
arc also written in Braille. One Braille symbol
notates both the note name and note value.
"What I do is I start out and read the right
hand for, maybe. four measures and I will play
it as I read," she said. "Then I will memorize
that, Then I will read the left hand part and I
will read it for the same amount of measures.

And then I will try to put both hands together."
The process is a little more complex because
Mosley can read only one band at a time while
those with sight can play both parts at the same
time. Depending on the piece and how long or
how often she practices, Mosley said she can
learn the music in half an hour in some cases.
Mosley can also learn pieces by listening to
them on CO's. Because she bas perfect pitch,
meaning she can identify a note or pitch immediately after hearing it, Mosley can pick apart
piec<:s hy notes and chords. She has also been
known to tell someone what phone number
thl'Y just dialed based on the sound.
··If I'm listening to a CD I try to play what I
he:tr and with jazz it's not that hard," Mosley
saiJ. "With classical, it can be because -· when
1 play a piece with Dr. Brown he will tell me
'Oh, you missed this note' and I'll be like 'Well
the CD didn't play it'."
Mosley plays in the Murray State Jazz
Ensemble and said keeping up with the music
during rehearsal is not difficult. If the group is
playing a piece she does not know, she analyzes
it while the band plays it through once before
joining in on the next time.
Mosley said she became· interested in jazz
while channel surfing and was intrigued by the
note combinations and spontaneity.
"With the classical, you have to play what's
written on the page. Exactly what's written on
the page," Mosley said. "Whereas with the jazz,

if you know the melody and if you know the
chord progressions, you don't have to play
exactly what's written on the page. To some
extent if you're playing with a jazz ensemble,
you do have to play what's written but when
you go to your improvisations and you play
your solos, you can just pour your heart out."
Mosley said she likes playing jazz music most
because of the improvisations, expression and
the freedom of not playing exactly what is written on the page, but she loves classical music
because of its expression.
"It's a good way to express your feelings,"
Mosley said. "Whenever I've been stressed out
or rm getting ready to take a test, I'll play a
piece by Clara Schumann. Nocturne in F major,
and that is so calming. Or if I'm zoned out or in
a deep state of thought, I might play something
in a minor key."
In addition to piano, Mosley plays autoharp,
recorder, a little bit of guitar and just recently
began playing harmonica. She also enjoys writing music and wrote classical pieces for a while.
She wrote a salsa piece- another style of music
she heard on the television - and now writes
jazz. Mosley will perform two of her own jazz
compositions Saturday.
Next semester, Mosley will take at least two
courses, including an independent study with
jazz band director Todd Hill.
"After I take those courses, I plan on eventually going into the performance aspect of
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music, but possibly starting out as a private
teacher," Mosley said. "I've been kind of leaning toward a session musician thing because of
the fact that 1 would like to be as close to my
family as possible. ··People that go on the road
a lot of times to perform, even though I like to
do that, they are away for sometimes months, at
least a month. So they arc away from their family a lot of times and session musicians don't
travel near as much."
Mosley said she plans on using many of the
techniques she learned from Brown and her
mother when teaching her future students. She
said by using images her students can express
themselves in a creative and imaginative way
while also learning about the .style of the piece.
"I had teaching experience in high school,
and at that time I didn't use imagery," Mosley
said. "It has gotten to the point now that when
I hear a piece, I don't care what style, I get
images in my head, and so I will probably tell a
student 'imagine that this is chocolate' ... or I
will say 'to me this piece sounds cherry. Does it
sound cherry to you?' and make them think of
images because that helps."
And while Mosley cannot see the shiny black
and white piano keys or the notes streaked
across the paper or even the large crowd waiting for the performance, she can help those
with sight explore the things she sees.

Emily Wuchncr can be reached
emily. wuchner@murraystatc.edu.
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HOLLYWOOD (RUSH DANCE
THE FOLLOWING MEN ARE INVITED TO ATTEND
Aaron Hill
Adam Board
Adam Perry
Adam Sexton
Adrian lattus
Alex Chalker
Alex Klausing
Alex Meredith
Andrew Beckman
Andrew Beyke
Andrew Robins
Andrew Smithton
Austin Berry
Austin Goodwin
Austin Pruitt
Ben Henke
Ben Helmerich
Ben Lemond
Ben Stinnett
Ben Taylor
Blake Hoover
Bobby Potts
Boone Lane

Brandon Jones
Brandon Mayo
Brandon Wayt
Brant Gibson
Brent Jeffries
Brett Barton
Brian ladd
Bryan Murdock
Bryn Hightower
Caleb Campbell
Caleb Higginbottom
Caleb Tapp
Caleb Wright
Chance loury
Chase Duncan
Chase Hunter
Chris Hampton
Chris Marks
Chris Wade
Clark Gwaltney
Clayton Spiceland
Cody Doores
Cody Farthing
Cody Wiles
Cory Balthrop
Cory Moneymaker
Craig Nunnelley
Craig Roberts

Dan Cummings
Darrick Pinkston
Dave Wood
David Borum
David Ohse
Derrick Galloway
Derrick Healey
Dustin Henderson
Dusty Egbert
Eric Omelia
Eric Phillips
Eric Ryan Haney
Evan Rice
Evan Roberts
Gabe Barrett
Garrett Moberly
Graham Kussalo
Grant Mathis
Harrison Blankenship
Heath Lemond
Hombra Dennis
Houston Morris
Jacob lyon
Jacob McAbee
Jacob Schneider
Jake Faughn
Jake Hagon
James Taylor
James Walker
James Washburn
Jarad Key
Jason •JH" Hale
Jason Murphy
Jay Hite
Jeff Baker ·
Jeff Ehrhardt
Jeremy Collins
Jesse Miller
Jesse Reeves
Joe Jackson
Joey landrum
Jon Oliver

John Colgan
John Jenkins
John Thomas Rose
Jonathan Burdon
Jonathan McDaniel
Jordan Rudesill
Jordan Turner
Jordan Arndell
Josh Jenkins
Josh Jones
Josh King
JT Skinner
Justin Butts
Justin Crlce
Justin Damron
Justin Denham
Justin Frizzell
Justin Greer
Justin Hodges
Justin Hughes
Kasey Clark
Kent Chandler
Kent Clouse
Kent Erwin
Kevin Batts
Kiernan Maguire
Kirlll Toropchyn
Kody Barrett
Kyle Erwin
Kyle Holnagel
Kyle Owens
Landon Brewer
Leonard Matlock
lincoln Kent
Logan Stout
Luke Cornell
Luke Weddle
Luke Welch
Mark Daniel
Mark Goetz
Mark Mallory
Mark Morris

Marshall Toy
Mason Carter
Matt Allen
Matt Ernsting
Matt Kasten
Matt Kennedy
Matt Knopp
Matt Wright
Matthew Phillips
Max Arnold
Michael Bittel
Michael Halloway
Michael Watson
Michael Wente
Mike Vanhooser
Mitch Hultman
Nate Robertson
Nathan Campbell
Neil Lovett
Nick Knapp
Nick Ksiezopolski
Nick Pate
OJ Graczyk
Paul lewis
Paul Mills
Phil DuVentre
Philip Berardi
Phillip Lady
Picasso Simmons
James Simpson
Reed Clapp
Reese Mabry
Robert Hobson
Robert Kennedy
Ronnie Walls
Ryan Fowler
Ryan Martin
Ryan Noland
Ryan Seibers
Ryan Smithson
Sam Naughtin
Scott Ellison

Scott Moyes
Scott Sanders
Sean Espinal
Sean O'Brien
Seth Darnell
Seth Mcintyre
Spencer Morse
Steffin Beasley
Stephen Boh
Steven Beck
Toby Halter
Tom Krones
Tommy Moore
Tony Easley
Travis Bradford
Trent Garland
Trey Tindell
Trey Vincent
Tyler Brockmann
Tyler Gilliand
Tyler Green
Tyler Harper
Tyler Holloway
Tyler Petty
Tyler Sinclair
Tyler Stallions
Tyler Swim
Wade Morse
Walter Cummings
Wes Cullen
Was Overstreet
Wesley Juenger
William Hunt
Zach Barnard
Zach Witbart
Zack Smith
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Opinion Editor: Jim Burch
Phone: 809-5873

. Graduation fees
unnecessary with
spiking tuition
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The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the
editorial board of The Murray State News.
Before Murray State students walk across the
stage at graduation and take the next step
toward the rest of their lives, they must pay a
simple fee of $20 when turning in their graduation packets.
Sounds like a small price to pay, right? But
when considering the thousands of dollars each
student must pay before they can even consider
turning in their graduation packets, we ask why
such a small fee can't be covered under normal
tuition.
The $20 fee is less than 1 percent of what a student pays for tuition during a four-year span.
The University could make the defense that a
student has already payed so much for tuition,
why not 20 more dollars to graduate?
That question, however, can be asked both
ways.
Registrar Kathy Kerr told The Murray State
News this week the graduation fee is established
by the Board of Regents and covers costs for
printing diplomas and other commencement
materials like graduation bulletins. Kerr also said
a graduation fee is common at most colleges and
universities.
We understand the University wants to cover
costs where it can and give a good commencement to its graduates and their families, which it
does, but Murray State seems to be able to pay
for other quality events, like the Presidential
Lecture Series, without an additional student fee.
If possible, we encourage the University and
the Board of Regents to look into some type of
fundraising or other donations to cover the cost
. of commencement in the future, or simply
include the fee in standard tuition. A $20 fee
may not seem like much money to the University, but i~ can be an extra burden for students
paying their own way through school.
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.what do you think•••
Shouldseniors haveto pay an extra fee for graduation?
"No, this university sucks enough money
out of us already.''

"No, because it's just paying for a student
worker to screw up the forms anyway.''

Isaac Horman • Metropolis, Ill.
senior

''Yes. if you're a senior you should afford
it."

Justin Cripps • Murray, Ky.
junior

"No, we already pay enough for school."
Taylor Gates· Princeton, Ky.
sophomore

Paul Holladay/The News
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Poor sportsmanship
Pep band shames University during basketball game
My profession as a photographer has taken me
to almost eyery sporting event at Murray State.
Opinion I have grown to love Murray State sports. Out of
the numerous games in various sports I have
attended, I have never been so appalled as I was
this past Saturday evening at the men's and
women's basketball exhibition games.
For the first time in my years at Murray State,
I was embarrassed to call myself a Murray State
student.
Sports fans have been known to be rather irate
from time to time but, overall, almost all the
anger has been directed at the referees. I feel
that a fair amount of criticism toward officials is
well within the scope of normal and ethical
behavior.
As a sports fan myself, 1 have been known to
Paul
make sure the referees know bow I feel about a
Holladay
certain call, but I always make sure my comments are kept in check and are within the scope
Paul Holladay from of decency and morality. During Saturday's
Louisville, Ky. and game, I can not say the same for the pep band.
a photographer for
Let me preface the following with this - I am a
The Murray State
huge
supporter of the band program. As a forNews.
mer high school band member, I have great
respect for what they do and I love halftime at
football games, as well as the other concerts
they perform. What I heard Saturday night made
me lose a great deal of that respect for the pep
band and the entire band program.
As I was on the floor shooting the basketball
game, I experienced what I can only describe as
the worst fans 1 have ever heard in my life.
Members of the pep band began to berate the

In My

Brit Gedling • Hardinsburg, Ky.
senior
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opposing team with personal attacks on the
coach and the players continuing fiercely
throughout the game. While the coach is professional and does this for a job, it still gives no one
any right to viciously harass him.
And if that was not enough, they began to
taunt many of the players. Some may forget but
these are college athletes and as students they
arc our peers. To verbally degrade a fellow student is inexcusable and frankly inhumane. How
someone can mock another person and derive
enjoyment from that is beyond me.
While I know the entire pep band did not partake in the behavior, to be part of an organization means that an individual representative of
everyone in that organization. Not only are the
other band members responsible, but equally if
not more responsible, is the director. The director's responsibility is to lead the organization.
and, if needed, keep them in check. I'm extremely disappointed with the band administration for
not leading and reprimanding his members
when needed.
Basketball is a great sport that many love, but
to degrade those college students, to degrade
our peers, is inexcusable. I think the few who
without regard for another human being persistently insulted the other team need to seriously
reconsider their morals.
I sincerely hope this is not what I should
expect from the band or any fans for that matter,
in the upcoming season. Next time, before you
berate the opposing team, consider how that
reflects on you, your band, and our University.

The Murray State News strives to be the University community's source for informa·
tion. Our goal is to present that information in a fair and unbiased manner and provide
a free and open forum for expression and debate.
The Murray State News is a designated public forum. Student editors have authority
to make all content decisions without censorship or advance approval. The paper offers
a hands-on learning environment for students interested in journalism. The campus
press should be free from censorship and advance approval of copy and its editors
should develop their editorial and news policies.
The Murray State News is prepared and edited by students and is an official publica·
tion of Murray State University. The first copy ls free. Additional copies are available for
25 cents at mWilson Hall.
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Agroup af Murray State NitwS staff members gives it$ piece on a
group of three questions covering adffferent topic each week.
This week's topic:

OFFICE
Whitney

"Dierks Bentley, even though
he made a poor decision by
chopping off his curls."

to jim ...

"I saw Guster in concert at Lovett
and I would love to see them
again. They are just really talef!ted
and make their concerts fun."

Random thoughts on
Wednesday night

Elaine
Kight

Assistant News
Editor

Staff Writer

according

Music
Alaina
Zanin

Harrod

Sa

Photography
Manager

"He doesn't sing, but I'm dying
• 'to see Dane Cook live. Where's
the van?! The van was supposed
to be here!"

"I'm excited about the Third
Day and Jars of Clay concert
this month because r love
Christmas music!"

"Hands down, the Beatles. Sex,
drugs and rock 'n' roll. That
would be my kind of decade."

"Alabama. My mom went to
four concerts and had lunch
with the drummer during their
farewell tour. I'm jealous.

"I used to like 'Hey There,
Delilah,' until I heard it 500
times. Radio sucks."

"If I hear 'Beautiful Girl' one
more time, I'll have to send
Sean Kingston back to
Jamaica."

Here's the deal - I'm
sitting here in front of
my computer on a
Wednesday night and
I'm sicker than I have
been all year. I'm
hopped up on so much
medication right now,
I feel like Jerry Garcia
during the 1960s.
It seems like I catch
myself
desperately
fmding a topic to write
about worthy of an
entire column each
Jim
week. The problem
Burch
with this is that I have
so much in my crazy
bead that I've wanted to talk about while
at The Murray State News, but they were
never wonhy of more than a few paragraphs.
So tonight, I'm just going to throw them
all together. Nothing I'm about to talk
about is related whatsoever, but who
cares? I just took two does of NyQ.uil,
baby, and it's about to get crazy.

What retired band/artist do you wish you could have seen in concert?

"Do the Spice Girls count?"

"If the original Sublime was still
around, I would definitely be in the
front row screaming. Rest in peace,
Bradley."

Who is the worst one-hit-wonder of 2007?
"James Blunt, because he
sounds like a crying baby."

'"Rock Star' by Nickelback. Come
on, can we write some lyrics above
a second-grade reading level?"

• Military absence and Infidelity
Many of my friends from high school,
and even college, have fallen victim (or
guilty) of infidelity while in the military. I
don't know if it's the year· long trips overseas or the demanding schedules, but I've
observed more cheating within military
couples than "Desperate Housewives."
My sister is a Navy reserve and she
tells me many of her friends have two significant others - one on base and one
back home. Maybe I'm just seeing the
worst of it and my observations are
wrong, but that would be a hell of a lot of
wrong observations. I love our troops and
what they do for us as much as anyone,
but let's keep it in the pants (boys and
girls).

~IN SLOW
nH 1\JA"f"vRAL
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
~f~r e~o~ mwtl~nu~

America
In regards to Mr. Burres' article
about immigration, I would like to
commend the paper for it's superb timing of the editorial Halloween was an
excellent time to print such an opinion
as it was the scariest thing I saw the
entire week.
I would like to ask Mr. Burres the
following question. What exactly is
American culture? I personally have
no idea and I have ancestors that date
back to the Mayflower. Maybe I have
no idea because even those who first
traveled to this country on the
Mayflower are still immigrants. The
first Americans were the Indians
whose culture we all but destroyed. Do
you suggest we all adopt that culture
again? I personally am not against that
Native Americans have a beautiful and
rich heritage of which they are and
should be proud.
At my house, we are proud of where
we came from because it is a part of
our identity. I recently attended the
Highland Games held here in Murray.
As a "Graham" I am very proud of my
Scottish Heritage. I danced, I sang, I
wore my family tartan, I ate haggis and
I enjoyed sharing that culture with my
daughter. My husband and I wear
claddagh bands to publicly show our
commitment to one another and we
celebrate his Irish heritage through the

songs we sing, the food we eat and the cle "Immigration: a two-front war" by
stories we tell our daughter. My Rick Burres blew my cover. As Burres
daughter (who happens to be a natu- noted, I have insisted on bringing some
ral.ized citizen from China) is very of my Kenyan culture with me to
proud of being Chinese. We are learn- America instead of assimilating like
ing to speak Chinese at our house the immigrants of old; ifyou listen real
because we have a genuine love of the closely, I still speak with a Kenyan
country and the culture. We celebrate accent.- there I've said it.
several Chinese holidays. We eat
As for my own manipulations of
moon cakes, attend lion dances and "modem technology" to further my
exchange h6ng at the lunar New Year own dastardly intentions, I hereby
festivaL
confess that both my mother in Kenya
I assure you Mr. Burres I am a proud and I have cell-phones and we have
American. I love my country, as does communicated with each other on a
my husband and our daughter. We regular basis. Why just last week, I told
love our country because it affords us her that I love her. But she didn't want
the opportunity to be ourselves. My to bear all that; she wanted the latest
America is different than yours. It update on my Kenyanization of Murshould be because I am different than ray, Ky. Burres has frustrated my
you. My house is a melting pot that efforts. He correctly warned you that
lives in harmony and love. In my our strategies are covert and downAmerica we respect and embrace dif- right sneaky.
ferences. That is the principle on
For example, consider this. If you
which this country was founded. My look closely at the first three letters of
America does not bate others for being Kentucky, you'll notice that they
different My America does not fear. I · match the first three letters of Kenya
am sorry for you that yours does.
The take-over was working so well
until Burres alerted you to my insidiLissa Graham
ous schemes. I was so close to the day
when the two final letters in Kenya
Assistant Professor of Theater
Murray, Ky.
would be visible in Kentucky leading
to the State ofKenyaclcy, but I sh.all not
live to see that dream fulfilled, as BurUntil last week, I thought I could live res has reminded me which dream I
my life as a pseudo-citizen undetected. should be dreaming, the American one.
But that was before the insightful artiBut my remorse is greatest for our

• Flgbtiug at parties.

My roommates and I like to have some
good parties from time to time, and I once
made the mistake of making one of our
Thursday-night parties open on Facebook.
The problem was not that randoms
showed up at my house. I love random.s as
long as they come to have a good time.
' The problem is idiots who show up looking for a fight then threaten to bring back
30 of their friends after getting in a pointless scrap. Meanwhile, I'm dialing 9ll and
dealing with the police all night - party
ruined.
Seriously, guys, get a life and check
your attitude when you come over to my
nation's most innocent, our children. house. Ninety-nine percent of everyone
Here is where I once thought we could else at parties are laughing at your lack of
inftltrate American culture most effec- anger management.
tively through the natural target of '
• Faceboolt- you win
Disney movies. The animated blockbuster "Lion King" contains at least
Speaking of Facebook, man, that is
two words that are not American: some powerful stuff, I wrote a column
"hakuna" and "matata" Those words about a month ago giving a step-by-step
are Swahili, a language that I still speak process ofhow to get rid of the social netdespite having arrived on American working site and even pledged to be rid of
shores. What was I thinking? I should · it myself.
I have been defeated.
have scheduled the neurosurgery nee- '
!.don't know if it's "The Office" trivia
essary to excise the part of my brain ,
questions or the freaking fortune cookies,
that makes me bilingual and yes, I have but I found myself getting sucked deeper
spoken to my child in Swahili, at least and deeper into the black bole that is
twice. Hearing me do that threw him Facebook.
into a fit of confusion. He could no
My consensus about Facebook is that I
longer remember the colors of the might as well go with it rather than fight
American flag; "Is it stars and stripes it. Beside, how else am I going to know
or moons and shields? Aargh, if only when the stop light party is being held if I
my daddy hadn't said goodnight in can't look it up under my events? I'm not
about to become a social hermit because
Swahili" I should also let you know 1
I'm trying to stand up to technology.
that my wife did cook a spicy dish yesterday -we're not sure about this to be • People who carve their Greek letten
honest. After how much spice does the 1 Into staff' on campus
food become un-American? Mr. BurIt's just dumb. Cut that out.
res, please give us the appropriate
measurement.
But at the end of the day, I have seen • Besbear wins!

I

the error of my ways- I am auctioning
off my ebony sculptures on eBay as we
speak.
Jonathan Awori
Assistant Professor of Theater
Murray, Ky.

Write to us
The Murray State News welcome$ commentarieS and fetters to the editor. Letters ShOUld Ia, 300 words or: test. COntnbu·
tors should include phone numbers for verification. Please include hometOwn. cl~ and tiDe or relatlanship to the
University. Commentaries should be limited to 6QO'Wirds. 1fie MurrayStMe Hews.~ U. "-to edit tor styte1 JenQth
and content. All contributions should be turned ill befcQ ~Of eacb w~M y.lat-:fQIU Of thenews.orQ.

Goodbye, Baptists. Hello. Blackjack!
No, but seriously, I've heard too many
people thinlc that Besbear is going to turn
Kentucky into the next Nevada. Gambling
is not the work of the devil, so everyone
just cool out and enjoy some craps when
they start building casinos along the Ohio
River.
That might be one-tenth of what I have
to say, but I've run out of room and my
NyQ!.til is just about gone. It was fun,
though - ru have to do this again before
my career as a columnist is over.

Jim Burch is the opinion editor for The
Murray State News. He can be reached at
james.burch@murraystate.edu.
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Hall serves international cuisine
Robia Phelps
Staff writer

Misty Hays/The News

Sandeep Uppaluri. qraduate student from Hyderabad, India. helps Bha·
vana M. Jain prepare indian food at Winslow Thursday.

With an array of colorful dishes with
exotic names like raita and onion pakora,
the scents of these tantalizing entrees
filled the noses of the those in Winslow
Dining Hall Thursday.
Students, faculty and visiting National
Guard unit members arrived at the din·
ing ball with hefty appetites as they prepared to indulge in a meal prepared by
Food Services in conjunction with the
International Student Organization.
In celebration of the Diwali Festival of
Lights, an Indian holiday, students from
India prepared their country's cuisine
with the help of Food Services employees.
Linda Hollingsworth, Winslow Dining
Hall manager. attends ISO's meeting bi·
weekly and said she enjoyed arranging
the event.
"It's helpful for (Food Services) for
them to•fell us when their holidays arc
because there's many traditional foods
associated with them." Hollingsworth
said. "We take advantage of the ability to
provide traditional foods from culture."
This year, Food Services decided to

incorporate several foods into its menus
and will continue to do so as it acknowledges other cultures in pursuit of its goal
of making international students feel
comfortable at Murray State.
Hollingsworth said they have featured
several holidays and have plans for next
semester.
In September, Food Services cooked
meals in recognition of the Korean holi·
day Chuseok.
According to the Tour to Korea Web
site, Chuseok is one of three major holidays celebrated in Korea where people
visit ancestral graves, honor ancestors
with memorials, attend wrestling matches and dance and dress in traditional
Korean attire.
After the September holiday of
Chuseok, Food Services planned Oktoberfest, a German holiday. which typically takes place in Munich, Germany.
The event features daylong festivities
including food, rides, dance and parades.
Although the Oktoberfest Murray
State students had didn't include German natives dressed in traditional costumes and whirling rides, Food Services
presented many dishes similar to those
eaten during an authentic Oktoberfest.

Food Services added the commemo·
ration of the Diwali Festival of Lights to
its series of cultural events Thursday
when it featured many of the native
foods.
The taste of Indian culture included
raita, cucumbers in a mint and yogurt
dip and onion pakora, onions deep-fried
in chickpea batter.
"There's a two-fold goal here,"
Hollingsworth said. "One is to provide a
service to our international students to
allow them to come to one place for the
holidays and to provide an opportunity
for our American students to learn about
(international students') traditions for
the holidays."
With these
goals
in
mind,
Hollingsworth said she plans on more
students attending Winslow Dining Hal·
l's traditional meals events.
Hollingsworth said Food Services is
discussing preparing meals for the
Christmas holiday that will feature food s
from around the world.
Students should also look for Food
Services' meals in celebration of the Chinese New Year- Feb. 7, 2008.
Robin Phelps can be reached at
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.

Publishers visit Murray State, strengthen ties

Officials consider constructing new library

Zhonghai Zheng

Staff Report

Contributing writer
'A visit from Beijing-based

People's Education Press, one
of China's most distinguished
publishers, is expected to further promote the company's
well-established
relations
with Murray State.
Headed by PEP editor in
chief Guodong Wei, the
seven-member
delegation
arrived at noon Saturday and
spent a day on campus. They
dined at Winslow Dinning
Hall and toured the University.
PEP has greatly benefited
from the exchange program,
Wei said at the reception held
in Pogue Library Saturday
night.
Murray State has helped
visiting scholars from the
press bone their professional
skills, thus producin~ better

quality textbooks for millions
of Chinese pupils, he said.
Vice President for Student
Affairs Don Robertson said
that the visiting scholars not
only learn from Murray State,
they also contribute to the
University when they interact
with the faculty and staff.
Although future plans are
still undefined ongoing discussions between the parties
have indicated a desire to
advance the win-win relationship.
Murray State would like to
expand its student participation and provide students
with more opportunities for
in-depth experiences in
China. while tbe press is
thinking about offering Chinese language and culture
classes at the University
Robertson said.
Since the press is con·
cerned about improving edu-

cation delivery to K-12 students, it may be a good idea to
have Murray State faculty
members come over for a
longer period of time and
work with their staff on material development. Michael
Basile, director of the lnsti·
tute for International Studies
said.
Because the delegation is
only staying in the United
States for 10 days, Basile said
it is a compliment for the del·
egation to visit Murray State.
The visit definitely plays a
positive role in promoting the
two
organizations'
tics
because it gives the editor in
chief and those on the del ega·
tiona first-hand sense of Mur·
ray State. The visit also rein·
forces their decision to have
their scholars come to Mur·
ray. Hasile said.
The partnership began U
years ago when PEP sent one

Faculty get the rest
of the year fr eel

or two selected scholars to
Murray State each year. In
exchange, Murray State faculty and staff were hosted by
the press for two weeks during the summer while they
visited landmark sites and
cultural attractions in Beijing
as well as in the ancient capital, Xi'an.
"Basically it stays that way
and it has grown in terms of
numbers," Basile said. "For
the past three years or so, we
have hosted four scholars a
year. two per semester. For
the last two years we added a
student group, about six or
seven a year."
So far, Murray State has
hosted 19 visiting scholars
from PEP and the press has
entertained 45 delegation
members from the University.
Zhonghai Zheng can be
reached at zhonghai.zheng@
murraystate.edu.
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Murray State officials will propose four major capital projects in the spring legislative session, including a new library.
according to University President Randy Dunn.
Dunn said officials are still in the planning stages, but hope
to start preliminary drawings and designs and fmd a location if
they receive funding. Dunn said the new facility could cost
$40·$50 million.
"It's not unusual to see that happen in a couple of phases, so
maybe what we would be able to get is a fairly significant
amount of money in '08-10 to get the thing designed, to get a
site selected, to get drawings done, etc., and then come back in
'10-12, potentially, to get the money to build the building,"
Dunn said.
Dunn said it is too early to say where the new facility would
be located but the possibility has gained support across cam·
pus.
"I think people understand that as we look at what the cam·
pus is going to be like over the next 50 or 60 years, the library
is kind of the heart," Dunn said. "It's the anchor of the academic life of the campus and what we have now in terms of facility is not sufficient."
Other Murray State projects that will be considered in the
spring legislative session are additional funding for the Science
Complex. rebulld.i.os Breathitt Veterinary Center and a new
farm for the School of Agriculture.
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VOLLEYBALL!

Amaze yourself.

Volleyball vs.
Tennessee State
Nov. 9 , 7 p.m .

Dr. Ginny Richerson
Chair of the Dept. of
Adolestenf Career &
Special Education

vs. Tennessee Tech
(270) 759-3400
602 N. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

..... u . ......,
l.oclted 112 mile down 94 East • (2701 759-9303

Nov. 10, 2 p .m .
(Senior Day)
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Spotlight

The Murray State News highlights an
interesting fact about an administrator or
staff member Cl'cry two weeks.

Deputy's hobbies, interests diverse
Robin Phelps
Staff writer
She can be seen standing in for University President Randy
Dunn at meetings, ceremonies and other campus events. but
Becky Watts is more than deputy to the president.
Many have seen Watts speaking in the president's absence at
various events, but outside the world of the University, Watts
lives an artistic life.
Music, theater and education are among the major passions
she finds time,to incorporate into her busy schedule.
Encouraged by her mother to play the piano, Watts began her
musical hobby at a young age. Not only is Watts a pianist, she is
also involved in musical theater.
Watts participated in community theater in 1975 while she
attended high school and after performing in "Always ... Patsy
Cline," Watts said she knew she loved to perform.
Although Watts said she enjoys her post as depu ty to the pres·
ident, she said her passion for music helps her find equilibrium
in her life.
"It brings~· real balance to my life," Watts said. "I enjoy my
work, the detail sometimes writing sometimes reading ... I love
all of that, it's like it's one part of my life, but I'm not complete
unless I have both parts."
Watts recently took a position as director of Playhouse in the
Park's production of"It's a Wonderful Life," running Dec. 6-23 in
Elaine Kight/The News
Murray.
. Along with her participation in Playhouse in the Park, Watts
Becky Watts practices the plano, one of her many artistic talents

Across campus
Student takes first in Bluegrass contest
Jonathan Watkins, sophomore from Owensboro, Ky., placed
first in the Kentucky Music Teachers Association Conference in
the Bluegrass competition.
The competition was held Oct. 21 in Danville, Ky., and consist·
ed of collegiate competitors from throughout the state who per·
formed entire recitals of different works.
The K.MTA is part of a state chapter of the Music Teacher's
National Association.

Corrections
In the Nov. 2 edition of the Murray State News, a title was
incorrectly given. Neil Weber is the dean of the college of sci·
encc, engineering and technology.
Also, representatives from Alliance proposed adding sexual
orientation to University policy during the open forum session
of the Sept. 14 Board of Regents meeting.
The News regrets the error.

also plays the organ for the First Presbyterian Church in Paris,
Tenn.
"It's a great church, a wonderful range of p~ople ... they're so
welcoming," Watts said.
New to Kentucky and th.e Murray community. Watts said her
transition from Springfield, Ill. has been suitable as she engages
in activities within the city.
"It's not just the churches that make you feel welcome," Watts
said. "It's not just the community. It's this extended family."
While Watts said is captivated by music and theater within the
community, she also said she also finds many ways to integrate
her hobbies while at the University.
Watts teaches n public relations course and also accompanies
a \'OCal student in the music program.
M
I like it because 1 get to interact directly with the students,"
Watts said.
Whether teaching in a classroom or playing the piano at a
recital, Watts said this connection with students is what moti·
vates her.
"I like education because it's dear to my heart, because it
touches everything else," Watts said.
Watts said she believes education is at the center of her pas·
sions because it is a starting point for people as they aspire to
Jearn.
Said Watts: "I enjoy so many aspects of the community and the
University and to be ;~hie to participate in the aspects of the Uni·
versity ... really brings me a great deal of joy."
Robin Phelps can be reached at robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.

Janet music video will run on CMT

RideShare eases holiday travel

Casie Janet, senior from Cape Girardeau, Mo., has her own
country music video, which was chosen from 32 other videos
to run on a promotional spot on the County Music Television
channel.
Air times are sporadic. The commercial will run through
this weekend to a national audience.
CMT, part ofViacom. reaches more than 87 million view·
ers in homes across the United States.

For all those students looking for a ride home this holiday
season, Murray State offers a program to make the search easier.
The RideShare program is a service in which students without transportation register online. They are then placed with
som~one who wUI be traveling ncar their home during the
break.
Students can register for the R.ideShare program at campus.murraystate.cdu/ridcshare or they can contact the program
at riJcshare@murraystate.edu.

Art auction benefits programs
T he art department will sponsor the Ho liday Art auction
that will feature art from faculty, alumni, students and other
artists. Proceeds will go to art student scholarships, funding
for the visiting artist p rogram and the Annemarie Campbell
Memorial Scholarship.
The p review before the auction will be from 6 to 7:30 p.m.
and the auction will begin a t 7:30p.m; Nov. 16 in the Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery on the 6th floor of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center.

Professor presents lecture on Ireland
Sean Farrell, associate professor of history at Northern Illinois
University, will present a lecture Monday.
His presentation will be about Nothern Ireland and is titled,
"Breaking Down the Dreary Steeples: Understanding Ulster Sectarianism"
The lecture will be 4 p.m. Monday in Faculty Hall Room 208.
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Democratic candidate defeats incumbent
Alaina Zanin
Assistant News Editor
Hovered around a 12-inch TV, the Calloway County Democrats and the Murray
State College Democrats anxiously
awaited the announcement of Kentucky's
next governor following Tuesday's election.
All in attendance emitted cries of satisfaction and relief when the poll numbers
started rolling and the Democrats swept
all of the elections except for two.
One of the most heated elections was
between Republican incumbent Ernie
Fletcher and Democratic candidate Steve
Beshear.
The Democratic camp was overjoyed
when they heard Beshear won 58.7 percent of the vote.
Megan Locke, junior from Madis-

onvillc, Ky., is the vice president of the
Murray State College Democrats and
credits the win to the issue of voting on
casinos and dishonesty on Fletcher's part.
"Fletcher made such a big deal about
hirn supporting casinos, but he just wants
Kentuckians to vote for what they want
to do," Locke said. "He's basically been a
one-issue candidate. Fletcher has been
involved in a. lot of corruption and people
don't like that. They just want a change."
Also, she said she's been very happy
with student support of Beshear in this
election.
.
"We made a float for the Homecoming
parade, and we were present at the
Beshear rallies and debates:n Locke said.
"We always encourage people to get
involved. Be:;hear is really supportive of
students. He has a loan forgiveness program which really benefits us."

Even though the College Democrats
don't have a very large group of students,
Locke said the election generated more
student involvement and the group has
grown to 15 students since she's been
involved.
Terry Strieter, adviser to the College
Democrats and interim chair of the
department of history. said the outcome
of the election simply reflects pre-election polling,
"I think even though that Fletcher
hoped the hiring scandal would not follow him to this race, it has,'' Strieter said.
"Remember the famous quote, 'I'm going
to Frankfort to clean up the mess?' Well,
he created a new mess and I think now
we will have a chance of truly addressing
those issues."
Alaina Zanin can be reached at
alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.

Misty Hay.JThe News

James Chamberlain. junior fromMadisonville. Ky., celebrates Beshea(s
vfctory at the Democratic headquarters In Murray Tuesday.

Gov.-elect looks toward future

Republicans remain upbeat despite loss

Associated Press

Mia Walters
Contributing writer
While many of the Murray State College Republicans were disappointed
with the results of the Kentucky general
election, they did not let those results
ruin their party.
The group of eight students met Tuesday night at the home of the group's
sponsor, Winfield Rose, professor of
political science. They gathered around
the TV in Rose's living room, ate Matt
B's pizza and discussed their views on
the election as the results unfolded.
Jordan S~nHh, senior from Senath,
Mo., and president of the College
Republicans, said he was not surprised
that the Democrats won four of the six
state offices up for election.
"Ernie Fletcher has had a hard time
keeping the Republican base unified in
Kentucky," Smith said. "Also, Bcshcar's
ads were much sharper."
Rose said he felt similarly about the
loss.
"A lot of this is self-inflicted," Rose
said. "I think that Ernie Fletcher is a
good, intelligent man, but he did not run
an effective campaign."
Many Kentuckians have criticized
Fletcher for focusing too much on casinos in his campaign. Rose said he. agrees
with this sentiment.
"Fletcher should have focused more
on his accomplishments and less on
casino gambling," Rose said. "I think he
won all the votes that he could win on
that issue, and he should have moved o'n
to other issues."

Gov.-elect Steve Beshear
said Wednesday that his lopsided victory was a clear signal that Kentuckians want to
decide the fate of casino
gambling.
"Whether they are for it or
against it, the overwhelming
majority of people do want
to vote on it," Beshear told
reporters a few hours after
Democrats celebrated his
election. "I hope that was a
very clear message that folks
will notice."
Now, the job of winning
over lawmakers begins for
the next governor.
Beshear defeated Republican Gov. Ernie Fletcher on
T uesday after a campaign
Rick Bures/The News ,
that showed a clear differMembers of the Colle«Jt Republicans watch election coveraQe durlfl9 their party at Winfield
ence between the candidates
Rose's home Tuesday evening.
on whether casino gambling
Despite the gubernatorial loss, as well
discussion," Thornhill said. "You hear
should be legalized.
as other letdowns, the mood among the
news reports, but in this kind of setting,
Beshcar started reaching
College Republicans remained humoryou can hear people's personal views on
out Wednesday to legislathe issues."
ous and lighthearted throughout the
tors who will decide the fate
evening. The group was able to joke
The College Republicans did some
of a number of his initiaabout the speeches delivered and com·
campaigning during Homecoming
tives, from casino gambling
ment on the music played before each
weekend, but Thornhill said she thinks
to education to healthcare.
speaker.
most people remained uninformed.
The governor-elect met in
Elizabeth Thornhill, senior from
Said Thornhill: "There are always
the afternoon with top
Shepherdsville, Ky.. and secretary of the
people who complain about changes,
House and Senate leaders
College Republicans, said she enjoys
but don't participate in elections. I think
and pledged to work with
this kind of setting for political gatherthat a lot of people probably didn't even
both parties to imprm.·e the
ings.
know that elections were today."
quality of life in Kentucky.
"I like these kinds of things because
Mia Walters can be reached at mia.
He said he plans to talk
you can learn a lot from other people's
walters@murraystate.edu.
with lawmakers about casi-

no gambling. "I'm sure those
conversations are going to
go on over the next few
weeks and months," he said.
Beshear supports amending Kentucky's constitution
to allow a limited number of
casinos at racetracks and at
off-track sites along the
state's borders. He estimates
the extra gambling would
generate about $500 million
in additional tax revenue for
such priorities as healthcare
and education.
Even though amending the
constitution to allow casinos
would require a referendum
on a future ballot, Fletcher
campaigned on a "no casinos" theme, warning casinos
would drain money from
businesses and would lead
to an increase in such social
ills as divorce, bankruptcies
and crime.
Proposals to put the casino gambling issue on the
ballot have been floated in
previous years in t he General Assembly but have died
after making little or no
headway.
State Rep. Larry Clark, a
casino gambling proponent,
said Beshear's margin of victory gives Beshear more
strength to try to push that
legishttion through.
Beshear won with 59 percent of the vote.
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Record-setting· season comes to a disappointing end
Eastern lllinois ends Racers' quest for title
Tim MacAllister
Staff writer
It was a tragic ending to a recordbreaking season for the Murray State
women's soccer team. Tlie team went
down 2-1 in overtime to the Panthers of
Eastern lllinois Tuesday. It was the first
playoff game in the history of the women's soccer program. The Racers set
records this season with an overall mark
of ll-8 and 6-3 in the Ohlo Valley Conference.
The first half for the Racers was a
physical struggle. Both teams traded possessions and a couple of bumps and
bruises as well. The Racers outshot the
Panthers 7-5 in the first half but couldn't
come away with anything on the scoreboard to retlect those shots. Going into
half time the tWo teams were tied nothing
to nothing.
It wasn't until the second half did the
scoring picked up for both teams. Both
teams continued the back and forth game
until there were only 18 minutes remaining.
Seventy-two minutes into the game,
junior forward Rebekah Clay took the
ball down the right sideline. With three
defenders in front of her she used some
fancy footwork to take the ball to about
30 yards out. With the defense all flowing
left, Clay stopped the ball and went right
to make a perfect pass in the air to senior
forward Lacey Latimer who headed the
ball in for the frrst score of the game.
It was Latimer's third goal of the season and it put the Racers into the lead
with just under 20 miDutes left in the
game.
Now with the lead and only a short
period of time left, the Racers were on
the defensive. Yet with•only six minutes

remaining the Panthers capitalized on
some confusion from the Racers. "We
were actually confused on the throw in,"
Head Coach Beth Acreman said. "The
referee had pointed our way but then he
let them take it out." The confusion led to
an open straight-on shot for the Panther's
Pam Melinauskas from 20 yards out.
With the whole field to work with Melinauskas put the ball into the right corner
for the tying goal with only six minutes
left in the game.
Neither team would score in the
remaining six minutes although both
teams had a chance. After 90 minutes Of
play the game was a 1-1 tie and the teams
went into overtime.
In the frrst of two ten-minute overtime
periods. the Panthers would steal the victory from the Racers. With four minutes
remaining in the overtime period Alexis
Miller of Eastern Illinois had a corner
kick that snuck past freshman goalkeeper
Tara Isbell for the winning goal.
Despite the fact that the Racers out
shot Eastern Illinois 13-7 in the first two
periods the Panthers two shot attempts in
overtime were the deciding factor. With
the end of the season also came the end of
the career for eight seniors.
}en Nowak, Sara Struve, Jaclyn Ramage, Lacey Latimer, Kara Carlile, Jen
Peios, Katrina Meyer, and Lauren
Granger all played their last games for
Murray State and will be missed by the
program next year.
"They made coming to Cutchin field
something that is not pleasant for other
teams." Acreman said.
"Once in a while you get a group that
really clicks and I believe that this season
was a product of that."
Tim MacAllister can be reached at timo~
thy.macallister@murraystate.edu.

• Photos by Rick Burres/The News

Members of the Racer soccer team console each other as the season comes to an end,loslno In the first round of the playoffs.

Senior midflelder Kara Carlile and senior defender Sara Struve scramble for the ball.

Racers hit the road for last titne this season
Coach Griffin faces former team for frrst time as Murray State head coach
Aaron Weare
Staff writer
The Murray; State Football team will
travel to Martin. Tennessee to take on
Head Coach Matt Griffin's' former team,
the University ofTennessee-Martin Skyhawks.
Tennessee-Martin comes into this
weekend having won two of its last three
games against Ohio Valley Conference
foes. The Skyhawks' (2-7 overall, 2-4
OVC) lone loss came against Eastern Illinois, the No. 22 ranked team in the Football Championship Series.
"They are very good," Griffm said.
"Throw their record out the window,
they're much better than a 2-7 football
team. They lost three games (earlier in
the season) by three points or less. That's
the OVC right now, every game can go
either way."
The Skybawks enter Saturday's game
off of a blowout win against Southeast
Missouri State, 55-20. The offensive
attack put up 566 yards of total offense
against SEMO, with 317 yards coming

through the air and 249 yards on the
ground.
The running game will lead the Skyhawks' attack again this weekend, with
plenty of talent in the backfield in senior
running back Don Chapman and sophomore quarterback Dexter Anoka. The
Skyhawks average 161.2 rushing yards per
game.
Chapman led the Skyhawks on the
ground against SEMO with 125 yards
rushing on 20 carries. The Skyliawks
other senior tailback, Marcus Dawson
also ran for 56 yards on 14 carries with
two touchdowns.
"Chapman is a great football player,"
Griffm said. "He's very physical and he's
fast. ln recruiting you make comparisons
of players, and when coaches want a tailback. they'll say they want a Don Chapman."
The Skyhawks' aerial attack had a different look at the quarterback at the helm
against SEMO, because Anoka was out
with an injury. Sophomore Cade Thompson threw for 317 yatds and three touchdowns.

"(Dexter) Anoka will start for them
this weekend," Griffin said. "He's a very
good athlete, he's a dual-threat quarterback and that scares you defensively. If
he doesn't like what he sees in the passing game, he'll pull it down and make
something happen."
On the defensive side of the ball the
Skyhawks held SEMO, the OVC's leading
rushing team to just 60 yards on the
ground.
Junior defensive back Clarence Pendleton had one interception for the Skyh,awks, to go along with his four tackles.
For the season, senior linebacker Josh
Yarborough leads the team with 78 tackles and six of them being for a loss.
"They're a very physical team," Griffm
said. "They're strong and physical on the
defensive front. and they are good tacklers. The bottom line is that for us to win
we have to be assignment sound."
Saturday's kickoff is scheduled for
noon at Hardy M. Graham Stadium in
Martin, Tenn.

Aaron Weare can be reacbed at
aaron. weare@murraystatc.edu
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Skyhawk's should be
a bye week. while the

The Sports Line•••
TV Events
Tonight: ESPN @ 8 p.m.
NBA
Nuggets at Wizards
Saturday: CBS @ 2:30 p.m.
College Football
Auburn at Georgia

Murray State Events

Sunday: CBS @ Noon

NFL
Jaguars at Titans

Monday: ESPN 2 @ 6 p.m.
College Basketball
New Mexico State at Duke

Today: Volleyball @ 7 p.m.
Racer Arena
1
Murray State vs. Tennessee
State
Today: Women's B-Ball @
6:30p.m
Columbia, Mo.
Murray State vs. Missouri

I

Sat: Football @ noon
Martin, Tenn.
Murray State vs. UT-Martin
Saturday: Men's B-Ball@ 7 p.m.
Regional Special Events Center
Murray State vs. Rider
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Racer fans
get pumped
for basketball

Volleyball team knotted at 2nd in OVC
Sarah Tinsley
Staff Writer
The volleyball team continues to overtake their competi·
tion as they defeated Eastern
Illinois in a 3-0 shutout on
Tuesday. The win moved
Murray State into a three-way
tie for second place in the
Ohio Valley Conference
standings, with a record of 1612, 13-5 ovc.
The Racers share the spot
with Jacksonville State (16-9,
13.·5 OVC) and Southeast Mis·
souri (18-11, 13-5 OVC). The
second place teams are just
two matches behind the OVC
leader, Morehead State (21-9,
15-3 OVC).
"We take every game to be
as important as the Confer·
ence Tournament final match,
Head Coach. David Scbwepker said. "If we would make it
to the tournament finals, · I
want my athletes to be the
same as they have been aU
year. All of the games are
equally as important; after aU,
you can't get to the finals of
the tournament if you don't
win the matches along the
way."
The top seed will host the
OVC Championship Tournament that will be held Nov.
16-18. The top two seeds will
earn first-round byes. The
top five teams have already
landed a spot in the post·season tournament and Samford
(14-13, 9-9 OVC) and Tennessee Tech (15-14, 9-9 OVC)
are tied for the important
sixth and final spot
Against Eastern Illinois,
Murray State scored the first
three points in game one
behind the serving of junior
libero Heather Norris. The
teams went back and forth for
the entire game, but the Racers claimed the first game
with a 30-24 win.
Eastern took an early 2-1
lead in game two, but the Racers scored six straight points
behind the service of senior
middle hitter Tara DeMage.
During DeMage•s next turn,

It's that time of the year. What time is
it? Game time, baby. It's college basketball

season. With college basketball season
starting this week, it's time for everyone
to get excited, and it's time to get excited
about Murray State
basketball.
I realize the Racer
section is
fan
already sold on the
Racers, as it is
every year. This
article is here to
persuade that University of Kentucky
fan, University of
Louisville fan or
University of Tennessee
fan
to
become a card-carAaron
rflng, or in the case
of the Racer fan secWeare
tion, t·shirt wearing, member of the
Stampede, the crazy group of students in
the corner of the Regional Special Events
Center.
Look, we all know the Ohio Valley Conference isn't the Southeastern Conference, the Big Ten or the Big East. But
instead of focusing on what Murray State
isn't, let's go ahead and focus on what
Murray State and the OVC are.
Let's take the men's team for example.
What does Murray State have in common
with Syracuse and the Universities of
Connecticut, Kansas and Oklahoma?
These fiVe teams have the five longest
streaks of consecutive winning seasons in
coJlege basketball. Kentucky can't say that
and neither can Louisville.
I know what you're saying right now,
"Murray State isn't in the same league as
Kentucky or Louisville." Again, let's take
Murray State for what it ls, the most consistent mid-major in the country. Five of
the last 10 years, the Racers have been to
the NCAA tournament and they've won 13
of the last 20 OVC Championships. No
other mid-maj(jr has dominated in quite
the same way.
lf the most dominant mid-major program in the last 20 years won't get you off
your butt and into the stands, then maybe
this will- Murray State has the chance to
get on ESPN2 and ESPNU three times this
year. From personal experience, the
atmosphere for the televised games in the
RSEC is unbeatable. The Bracket Buster
Saturday game is planned to be a home
game, and what better time to watch the
team than live? It's a day to make midmajor's feel like a major conference program.
The women's basketball team here at
Murray State deserves their share of the
love, too.
The new Women's Head Coach Jody
Adams is a product of the most successful
program in women's basketball in recent
memory. Adams played for the Tennessee
Volunteers for four years, including one
that led to the 1990-1991 national title.
Championship experience is something
that only the champion can understand
and impart on her team. Also, there can't
be a value put on the fact that Coach
Adams played under the coach with the
most wins in college basketball history,
Pat Summit.
The women's team is on the rise. Last
year's effort saw the Racers come within
two points of going to the NCAA tournament after their second place finish in the
OVC. The Racers return 10 players from
last season's team that played in last season's Women's National Invitational
Tournament In addition to the returning
players, Adams and the Racers welcome
Angela Brown, a 6' 5" senior center, who
transfe~:red from Old Dominion.
Look, I'm not asking anyone out there to
kive up your allegiance to any team that
you loved growing up because that would
be harder than giving up a younger sibling
for many of you Kentucky, Louisville or
Tennessee fans. I understand that. What
you can do is show some love to your
alma mater. Get out there and cheer on
the Racers. Go nuts and get your tuition's
worth rooting for the home team.

Aaron Weare is a staff writer at The
Murray State News. E·mail comments to
aaron. weare@murraystate.edu.
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Murray State ran off seven
consecutive points, taking an
18-12lead to a 25-12lead. The
Racers would score five more
points to take the win at 30-16.
Behind the serving of Norris, the Racers took the third
and final game, 30-24.
DeMage led the Racers
with a team-high 13 kills hitting .345. She also had 22 digs
and a co-match-high two aces.
Coming in with 11 kills each
were junior outside hitters
Alison Mugler and Alyssa
Groves, while freshman outside hitter Becca Lamb had
six kills and no errors in 17
attacks. This put her hitting a
.353.
Sophomore setter Cassie
Chesney managed a gamehigh 42 assists.
The Racers will close out
regular-season play this
weekend when they host Tennessee State tonight at 7 p.m.
and battle Tennessee Tech
Saturday at 2 p.m.
The team will say goodbye
to senior Tara Demage during
the traditional senior night
ceremony. Schwcpker said
Demage has become more
than a volleyball player during her four years as a Racer.
She he bas done and been
exactly what l want out of my
senior player and captain,"
Schwepker said. "She has
done so much for this team.
As for a player, she has been
incredible, anyone can see
that As for a team captain,
sbe has led this team in times
of real difficulty and proven
herself to be a real leader!
And as for me, personally, she
has helped me during some
very difficult personal times.
What else can I say! She is
awesome and I don't mean
only as a player, she is an
incredible person who will
give back a lot to this world
during her lifetime. I am
extremely proud and thankful
for having been a part of her
life."
Sarah Tinsley can be re:Jched
at sarah.tinsley @murraystatee.edu.

Football team
loses 7th game
Steven Miller
Staff writer

1

Freshman qua.r terback Jeff Ehrhardt had
another record setting performance, but it wasn't enough to overcome a f1rst-quarter 21-point
deficit against Tennessee State. Crossing the
goal line in a matter of minutes, the scoring frenzy took the wind out of the Racers' sails as they
fell 42-28 Saturday evening.
''I was very apprehensive and 1 warned our
kids before the game," Griffin said after the
game. "They pay me to win and we bring these
kids here to win. I've told them good enough is
not good enough all year. "These guys don't
understand; you just can't wait until next year,
you've got to go out and do it."

Misty Hay<'siThe New$

Freshman Sara Hayden jumps up for a spike during a recent oame.

The irrst quarter started with the Tigers' tailback Javarris Williams running over the Racer
defense. He unleashed runs of 27 and 37, plus an
18-yard scamper for the ftrst touchdown of the
game.
On the Racers' next possession, they failed to
get a first down and Tigers' Chris Johnson
returned sophomore kicker Sean O'Brien's punt
77 yards for touchdown. Just like that, the Racers
were down 14-0.
The Racers were en route to scoring their first
points of the game when they drove to the 33yard line by way of solid passing from Ehrhardt,
but one errant pass fell into the hands nf
Dominique Rodgers and was returned 71 yards
for a Tigers' touchdown and a 21-0 advantage.
Trailing 28-0 in the second quarter, the Racers
responded on their next drive by relying on the
legs of Ehrhardt, who ran for 13-and ll-yard gains
tha& resulted in first downs. The runs setup a 31yard touchdown pass over the middle to senior
Rod Harper. Ehrhardt would finish the half with
a team-leading 68 yards on the ground.
Early in the third quarter, Murray State took
advantage of a Tigers turnover and converted
into a touchdown by Ehrhart, cutting the Tigers'

lead to 14.
But L4 points would be as close as the Racers
came to catching the Tigers.
Although the loss was disappointing, there
were some bright spots. Most noticeable was
Ehrhardt, who was named Offensive Player of
the Week in the OVC. He followed up the previous week's five-touchdown performance by
passing for 330 yards and two touchdowns. He
also rushed for 104 yards and a touchdown. He is
the first Murray State player to pass for over 300
yards and rush for over 100 yards in one game.
He completed 36 of 46 pass attempts and broke
the previous record of most completions (35 set
by Justin Fuente against Southern lllinois in
1999) in a single game.
Griffin didn't sec the performance as positive
from a team standpoint.
"He's running for his life, so. no, I wouldn't call
when I look
it a positive," he said. "I see one
at tape, I see our quarterback playing his heart
out every single snap. l can't say that for any
other guy right now and that's disappointing to
me."
Steve Miller can
be reached at
stclrcn.miller@murraystate.edu.
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Rowing teams notch best outing in team history, get 4 medals
Autumn Boaz
Editor in chief
The rowing team isn't performing like Head Coach Bill McLean
thought it would.
Instead of climbing a steady ladder of progression throughout the
fall and spring seasons and gradually making improvements, the Racers have caused McLean to readjust
his expectations after watching the
women's team complete its best set
of races in team history just two
weeks ago.
''The program has changed drastically from years past," McLean
said. "We've taken a much different
approach to out training and that
mindset has helped generate the
speed that we need. They've really
become effective athletes. They've
developed an idea of positive talk positive mentality - and really
enforcing that and silencing the

critics that are out there."
Two weeks ago, the men's and
women's teams competed at the
Hobbs Island Regatta in Huntsville,
Ala., where both teams received
medals in every participating
event, a · fear that has not been
accomplished by any Qther team in
the program's four-year history.
The women's varsity eight crew
took the Racers' lone gold medal at
the event, finishing 35 seconds
ahead of second-place University
of Alabama. The novice eight and
the varsity four took second-place
medals, while the novice four crew
came in 45 seconds ahead of its
closest competition.
On the men's side, the novice
four crew took home two silver
medals and one gold medal.
"(The Hobbs Island event) was
excellent for our younger team,"
McLean said. ... "They're a much
better squad this year over last

year, in terms of the depth of the
program. From a competitive
standpoint, they've definitely gotten stronger as a group of guys,
however, there's still a lol of work
that needs to be done."
At the Head of the Chattahoochie
event in Chattanooga, Tenn. last
weekend, the men's best placement
was a 7th-place finish in the pair
race. ln the event, the men were
able to knock off eight other teams.
Competition at the Chattahoochee race, however, is typically
some of the toughest competition
the teams will see until the regional race in lhe spring.
The women's tcnm raced alongside crews from Duke, the Univer~
sity of North Carolina and Southern Methodist University. The
team collected two medals at the
event including a bronze medal
from the club four race and the second gold medal of the season in the

Eyecare Specialties

open-eight race.
Despite the team's recent results,
Mclean said a large part of the
team's improvement can't be attributed to the work in the water.
"They've become a lot more conscientious about their training and
their health," McLean said.
"The wiser about how they're
eating and (they're) making better
choices at the dining center things along those lines. They're
really becoming more astute athletes."
McLean said both teams practice
five to six days a week and he hopes
all the practice will help the women's learn make ils inaugural trip to
the NCAA event in the spring.
The next event for the rowing
teams will be a training session
held in Natchitoches, La. during
winter break.
Autumn Boaz can be reached at
autumn.boaz@murraystate.cdu.

Nail Spa

308 S. 12th St. • (270)759-2500
• Laser vision surgery consultations
• Budget & designer eyewear
• Most insurance accepted
• All types of contacts

Monday - Saturday 9 a.m. • 8 p.m.
Walk-In Only
12701 761-4SPA Sunday 1 p.m. - S p.m.

• Located In Front of Food Giant In Murray
• Guarantee we beat an prices
• Three Year Best Nai Tech in Chicago
• 2005 Best Nail Tech in Kentucky

MSU Employees
We accept your insurance
for your eye exam.

DR. KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPIOMETRIST
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Racers pick up
exhibition win
Tim MacAllister
Staff writer
It wasn't exactly a nail
biter Saturday for the
men's basketball team. The
team beat up on a mediocre
Bethel team by a score of
82-49. The Racers played
the game in front of 2.200
Racer fans all hoping to see
glimpses of the tt•am that
gave North Carolina all
that they could handle two
years ago.
The Racers started the
game with sophomore
Dancro Thomas scoring
the first 10 points and giving the Racers a 10-8 lead.
Murray State then went on
a 14·2 run and just kept running from there. The team
hit its first eight of 11 shots
to give themselves a comfortable 24-10 lead.
During the Racers 14-2
run, they found their offensive stride from several
players including sophomore Tyler Holloway who
can break into the record
books for three pointers
made in the next couple
games. With only 10 more
from behind the arc Holloway can become the lOth
leading Racer for three
point baskets.
The team's only prcsea·
son all Ohio Valley conference player senior Bruce
Carter did not start the
game because of a lingering
injury. Carter did come in
off the bench to play 21

New Governor
can mean new
outdoor laws

minutes and grab five
rebounds for the Racers.
The first half ended with
the score 41-26. with the
Racers shooting 60 percent
from the field and making
five of sLx from three-point
land. More importantly for
Head Coach Billy Kennedy
though, was the fad that
the Racers held Bethel to
just over 30 percent shooting from the floor.
Kennedy said he felt his
team deserved a B- grade
for their effort on Saturday.
"1 like what I saw with
our team Saturday night, I
really felt like they bought
into how we wanted to play
defensively," he
said.
"They pressured the ball
and created a lot of
turnovers ...We just have to
understand that we have to
do it for 40 minutes."
The Racers face a much
better Rider team on' Saturday at 7:30 p.m. at the
Regional Specials Events
Center.
The defensive efforts
will have to be kicked up a
notch when they face Riders one-two combo of
shooting guard Harris
Mansell and jason Thomspson who will be up for
the Wooden Award for the
best big man in the country.
"Big week this week,
we're playing a very good
Rider team," Kennedy said.
"They have two of the better players in their confer-

The race for governor hinged on
important topics such as legalized gam•
bling, gay-marriage, health care and abortion. So it was funny to watch the two
candidates squabble at a debate over who
is the bigger hunter. Ernie Fletche-r
bragged about the turkey he shot last
spring, while the newly elected Gov.
Steve
Beshear
appears in a campaign ad dressed in
camouflage, aiming
a shotgun skyward.
While these theatrics may have
gone a long way to
get the votes of
more than 300,000
hunters in Ken·
tucky, the real
answer will be what
Steve
is done while in
office. I do not care
Miller • ·
who hunts more. l Outdoor columnist ·
am more interested
in who will do more for the outdoor community in Kentucky.
Beshear has stated, on his website, the
changes he would like to make to the out ..
door recr~ation programs of Kentucky.
His goals include freeing up some of the
privately owned land for public usc, conservation endeavors and making KenElc1inc Kight/The News
tucky a premier outdoor destination.
Beshear promises to work with'
Sophomore Marvin Williams maneuvers around a Bethel defender durill(J saturday ntoht's win.
landowners to allow public usc of corpoencc. In Mansell the best
They then follow that
Kennedy speaking on the
rate and privately owned land. He hopes
Rider game this Saturday.
three point shooter in the
game with Western Ken- 1 that if the state will bear all the liability in
conference
and
the
This is just the beginning
tucky Nov. 17 and Missis· , the event of an accident, then landowners
Thompson kid who is on
of the tough non-confersippi Sate Dec. l.
would be more willing to open their
everybody's radar as one of
ence schedule the Racers
Tim MJlc.Allister can be
property for recreation use. Another plan
will face throughout the
the best big men in the
reach at timothy. macallister
includes a law that would give tax exempcountry."
season.
@murr;~ystatc. cdu.
tions to those willing to let hunters and
anglers access resources on their land.
Kentucky land is 94 percent privately
owned. Access is one of the most impor·
tant issues faci ng sportsman today. The
shortage of convenient and accessible
land for hunting, fishing, hiking, bird·
of the second half.. But this didn't
watching and nature viewing is often
deter the Racers from building on
cited as a reason for why these activities
that lead. With the score 57-21, the
are limited or abandoned.
Racers ran off seven points, with
In addition to opening up more land,
senior guard Alaina Lee nailing a
Beshear wants to enhance our wildlife
three pointer and Pal~e Guffey bitand wetland habitats. by working with
ting two free throws and a layup.
the state Department of Fish and Wildlife
Freshman forward Tanjala Wynn hit
Resources and national organizations,
a layup and senior guard Shaleea
such as D ucks Unlimited and Delta
Petty got a basket and a jump shot,
Waterfowl to preserve, protect and sus·
making the score 70-44 with 3:46 left
tain our wildlife habitats and to secure
in the second half.
the future of waterfowl hunting in Ken·
The Racers scored the last 12
tucky for years to come. As part of this
points of the game on a layup by 1 effort, he claims he · will increase the
sophomore guard Mallory Luckett,
stocking of fish when biologically necestwo free throws by Brown, a threesary.
point shot by Lee, a free throw and a
Kentucky has some of t he best
layup by Luckett and a basket by
huntintig and fishing in. the country. But
Paige Guffey.
more could be done to entice visitors to
On the leader board was Hayes
Kentucky. The Beshear and Mongiardo
who had a double-double, scoring 19
Administration will work with the Ken~
points and 12 rebounds and going 9tucky Farm Bureau to e.xplore opportuni~
for-18 from the floor. Hayed also had
ties li that would make Kentucky an even
a game-high four steels and a gamebetter hunting and fishing destination
high seven defensive rebounds.
and produce new revenues for our farmLee picked up 17 points, shooting
ers and rural landowners.
7-for-10 from the field. She also had
It is certainly alarming when you drive
seven rebounds for the squad.
though a town on Kentucky Lake such as
Amber Guffey had 14 points, going 2Aurora during crappie season and there
for-2 from three-point land and 4isn't a room in a hotel or a seat in a
for-4 from the Line. Luckett bad a
restaurant to be had, but come summerElaine KighVThe News
team-high three assists and grabbed
time the town resembles more of a ghost
six rebounds, while sophomore
Senior Shaleea Petty dribbles around a Christian Brothers defender saturday nighl
town.
guard Jasmyne Thornton nabbed five
The pressure needs to be put on the
who scored a game-high 11 points. trying to get into sync offensively offensive rebounds.
administration while they arc in office
Senior center Angela Brown had a and defensively," Adams said. "I
The team begins its regular-season
and not just during campaigns.
game-high five rebounds in the first think our pressure began to wear and play at Missouri tonight at 6:30 p.m.
Steve Miller is the outdoor columnist
20 minutes.
tear on that team in the second half."
Sarah Tinsley cnn be reached at
and staff writer at The Murray State
"As a team. collectively. I think the
Christian Brothers went on a 4-2 sarah.tinslcy@murraystate.cdu.
News. e-mail comments to steven.miller@
first half is always the tough half, just run tc.1 cut the lead 37-28 at the start
murraystate.edu.

Women's team gets exhibition win, start season Friday
Sarah Tinsley
Staff Writer
The women's basketball team gave
Racer fans something to hope for this
season when they defeated Christian
Brothers at their exhibition game
held last Saturday a·t the Regional
Special Events Center.
. Although exhibition games aren't
regular-season matches, Head Coach
Jody Adams still thinks they are an
important part of her team's
progress.
"I think exhibition games arc
important for the player," Adams
said at a press conference. "They get
out of the practice routine and put it
out on the floor. We get a chance to
see where our strengths arc, who
plays well with who. A Jot of things
happen on exhibition games. It's
good for the coaches and good for
the players."
Murray State played well from the
start, holding Christian Brothers off
en route to their 84-49 victory.
Christian Brothers tied the game for
the last time at 16·16 with 11:41 left in
the first half. But the Racers scored
a quick seven points on a layup and
three pointer by junior guard/forward Ashley Hayes and two free
throws by junior guard Paige Guffey,
putting Murray State up 23-16.
The Racers earned 10 more points,
making the score 33·21. A threepoint shot by junior guard Amber
Guffey made the score 35-24 at the
end of the half.
The first half was led by Hayes,

Immanuel Lutheran
Church

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

AM 1340

Sunday at 9 a.m.

comer of 15th and Main
Across from Sparks Hall

753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m. -noon

FM 92.1

1 p.m. - 5 p.m .

at9p.m.
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Guinness World Records Day
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The line says...

College
Football
Picks

Tommy Dillard
Contributor
Last week: 9-1
Season record: 57·43

Steve Miller
Sports Writer
Last week: 8·2
Season record: 61·39

Aaron Weare
Sports Writer
last week: 9·1
Season record: 58·42

Autumn Boaz
Editor in Chief
Last week: 6·4
Season record: 51·49

Arkansas at Tennessee (24)
Michigan (12) at Wisconsin
USC (17) at Cal
Auburn (18) at Georgia (10)
Kansas (4) at Oklahoma St.
Florida St. at Virgina Tech (11)

PURDUE
MIAMI FLORIDA
ClEMSON
Penn State
Georola Tech
South Florida
Kentucky
CINCINNATI
Colorado
Air force
NEW MEXICO
TULSA
SMU
Boise St.
UTAH
Arizona State
Alabama
Arkansas
GEORGIA
WASHINGTON ST
Kansas State
IOWA
MISSOURI
Mlchloan
OHIO STAT£
VIRGINIA TECH
SAN JOSE STATE
Kent
East carolina
SOUTHERN MISS

4
4
9

Mlchloan State
Vlroinia
Wake Forest

24+
14
16
3+
6+
S+
2+
8+
1
6+
24+
13+
6+
4+
PK
1+
10+

1
14
18+
3
14+
5+

3+
3+

7
14+

TEMPLE
DUKE
SYRACUSE
VANDERBILT
Connecticut
IOWA STAT£
NOTRE DAME
Colorado State
Houston U
Rice
UTAH STATE
Wyomlno
UCLA
MISSISSIPPI ST
TENNESSEE U
Auburn
Stanford
NEBRASKA
Minnesota
Texas A&m
WISCONSIN
Illinois
Florida State
NewMexico State
NOllUNOIS
MARSHAll
Memphis

ChiTOPracti
Are You Ready to Accept the Challenge?
The l ogan Doctor of Chiropractic program Includes extensive
study In science, physiotherapy, nutrition, radiology, clinical
scienc es, chiropractic techniques, business training and
e xtensive clinical rotations.
Students also have the opportunity to combine their
chiropractic education with a unique Master's degree In
Sports Science 8c Rehabilitation (MS/ DC).

Specialties Within Chiropractic:
+ Sports Rehab
+ Pediatrics
+ Geriatrics
+ Radiology
+ Ac upuncture

+ General Practice
+ Neurology
+ Orthopedics
+ Research
+ Personal Injury

Brinn's
Full Servi ce Garage
• Brakes ·Tune ups • Oil Changes •
• AIC Service ·Tires · Batteries •
• Belts • Alternators • Radiatior Flush •

Free Estimates

Contac t Logan University at WWW.IogcJ!l.edu for
an info packet to your Mure as a Doctor of
Chlroptactic .

Ask about our free transporation policy
Monday - Friday 8 a.m. - 5:31 p.m. and Saturday 8 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

(270) 759-0003 507 S. 12th Street • Murray, KY
The Golden Rule is Our Policv
Free Pickup /Delivery and a Ride to Can1pus!

Novv It Counls!
Men vs. Rider
OVC vs. MAAC

·RAC.ERSN

Nov. 10, 7 p.m .
. 6' 11" Center
Rider ' s Best Player
Jason Thompson
(Wooden Award Canidate)

Women vs. Bethel
Nov. 13, 7 p .m.
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Annual dodgeball tournament
raises money·for Toys for Tots
Ashley Henson
Staff writer
"If you can dodge a bullet, you can dodge a ball."
This theory may be from the bo.x office favorite, "Dodgeball," and it may be a little extreme, but it's something Alpha
Sigma Alpha turns into a philanthropic event every year.
Tuesday and Wednesday. ASA hosted its annual dodgeball tournament in Carr Health.
This year, the tournament was divided into two nights, with
Greek organizations competing Tuesday and independent
teams competing Wednesday. The 28 groups helped the
sorority contribute to the local Toys for Tots drive.
This year, Alpha Gamma Delta took first place in the
sorority division. Sigma Phi Epsilon placed first in the fraternity division and the "Untouchables." a group comprised of
members of the Murray State football team, took ftrst in the
independent division.
Sigma Sigma Sigma, Phi Kappa Tau and "House of Man," a
group of guys who share a house, took home consolation
prizes in each of the events divisions from the event.
Brittany Saling,.senior from Louisville, Ky.. and philanthropic chair for the sorority, said hosting and preparing this
event is worth it when children get the Christmas they
deserve.
"We not only raise money for Toys for Tots, but we
actively participate with. the Calloway County chapter.'' Saling said. "We host a Christmas dinner for the underprivileged children in the community with their families. We also
have Santa Claus come in with all the gifts that we bought
with the money from the dodgeball tournament, so it's all

for the children."
Entry fees from participating organizations raised $1,500'
for the toy drive. With tickets sales, the sorority raised a
total of about $2,000.
Mary Moreland, senior from Versailles, Ky., and ASA
member, said not only are they holding this event for a good
cause, but they have a blast doing it.
"There is so much intensity that comes from our event,"
Moreland said. "Some organizations have three different
teams, so the brackets are always huge. It really brings back
the fun everyone had when they played the game in elementary school. I love to see such intensity come from a simple
game of dodgeball."
ASA also includes the faculty in its philanthropic event.
Moreland said Murray State faculty members like Director
of School Relations Paul Radke, Assistant Vice President of
Student Affairs Mike Young, Curris Center Director Jim
Baurer and University President Randy Dunn acted as
judges for the tournament.
"It's so great to see the teachers having fun and participating with this sport that reminds us all of our chlldhood
days," Moreland said.
Wes Cullen, junior from St. Peters, Mo., competed in the
tournament last year as part of the Alpha Sigma Phi team,
"It gives everyone an excuse to let loose and act like a kid
again." Cullen said. "Everyone really gets into it and all the
teams have fun. It makes it even better knowing that our
partaking in this e vent is helping children and their families
have a great Christmas."
Ashley Henson can be reached at ashley.henson@
murraystate.edu.

l'hotu illu>lralion~ by Paul Holladay/The News ~

Amember of Kappa Sigma competed on their dodgeball team in the tournament Tuesday.
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Jacob Clinard, senior fromLouisville, Ky., played on the Phi Kappa Tau team, which took home the
consolation prize in the fraternity division.
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Santa Claus substitute in a shoebox
tiona! v~lunteer organization. The Murray Rotary Club sponsors
Murray State's club.
Anyone interested in getting involved can attend the Rotaract
Club's weekly meetings at 8 p.m. on Wednesday's on the third
floor of the Curris Center or e-mail rotaract@murraystate.edu.

Ashley Edwards
1Ssistant College Life Editor
~

The holiday season is approaching, bringing visions of a
pl~p little man with rosy cheeks. But for a child living in poverty, Santa could be you.
'Tile Murray State Rotaract Club is hosting its annual Operation Christmas Child by collecting donated shoeboxes filled with
items like toys, clothes, school supplies and toiletries.
The boxes are then sent to children in Third World countries
like Argentina, South Africa. Belize and Colombia.
Angela Walther, junior from Pleasureville. Ky., is the director
of th's year's project, nicknamed the "Shoebox Project."
~ :slie said the project is uruque from other goodwill tharities
oecause it focuses on giving something that makes a child happy
inStead of strictly donating need-based items like food.
~-"You can always donate money to charitable organizations but
this is different because you're giving items," Walther said. "It
Ot'fers tht: opportunity to directly afft•ct a child's life."
alther said thousands of organizations participated in last
~ar's collection and more than 7.4 million shoe boxes were
delivered to children in 95 nations worldwide.
,. Drop-off boxes will be in the lobbies of each residential college and the Curris Center until Monday.
Walther said once the shoeboxes are collected, the Rotaract
Club will wrap each box and deliver it to Murray's First Presbyterian Church.
: The church will then transport the boxes to Operation Christ·
mas Child's international headquarters, which will distribute
them around Christmas.
Walther encourages students to donate a few new itcms· to
help make Christmas special for the less fortunate.
•
_t:"We want to make it a bigger campus event every year."
w alther said.
;: Mikala Trapani, senior from Godfrey, Ill.. was last year's director. She said the project grows every year.
.. Last year the club collected more than 130 boxes and the year
prior to that it collected about 120. She expects even more boxes
this year.
"This is an important project because it's one of the few that
really focuses on the children," Trapani said. "It takes up quite a

Ashley Edwards can be reached at ashleyb.edwards@
murraystate.edu.

How to pack your
Take 1standard sla shoe box or pllstlc colltain..-_, • IWII
vour IJift Is r. aJ»cW or
Qirl and choOse an IQI ~ 2<\t. H. 10"14.

toys. sdloolsurJI)IJes. etc. Deddt
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1HE QUAD

bo Not Include:
Used or damaged Items; A'1'l1l1ld a.s u:b •"¥ .-,
Misty Haysf/ he News

Angela Walther. junior from Pleasureville, Ky., wraps ashoebox full of toys
to donate to Operation Christmas Child, which serves the gifts to third·
world countries.
bit of time but it is well worth it."
The Murray State Rotaract Club is a chapter of an intcrna-

knives or nilby fitjures; chocallte or fooct liQuidS or kiiiOdt:
medications or vitamins; brNkable bms such a snow 1101*«
olass containers; aerosol cans

Drop-off locations:
currts center and all residential COIIeQis Oct. Z9 • Nov. 12.

SQUAD by Robert Duckett
~------~------------------~
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FOSTERING GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP
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INTERNATIONAL EBUt'!ATION WEEK 2007, NOVEKBEB I Z-18

2:00

CC Mississippi Room

Culture of Tjikistan; Elena Volovich

3:00

CC Barkley Room

Discover Korea

4:00-4:45 CC Mississippi Room

Globalization and the Sex Trade: Trafficking and the
Commodification of Women and Children
Eden Davis, Katie French

7:Q0-8:30 CC Barkley Room

Business Opportunities In Sustainable Development:
The Webasto Story
Andreas Weller, VP of Business Development, Webasto
Dr. Neil Weber, Dean, College of Science, Engineering and
Technology; Dr. Ted Thiede, Associate Professor, Engineering
Physics; Reception to Follow

1:30

CC Barkley Room

Matchmaking, Cupping. and Passing the Test: Ute in China
Dr. Laura Uljequist, Associate Professor, Psychology
Ms. Pam Matlock, Lecturer, Special Education
Dr. Staci Stone, Chair & Associate Professor, Department of
English & Philosophy

1:00-2:00 CC Mississippi Room

2:30

CC Mississippi Room

Integration of Islam into the Indonesian Culture
Dr. lin Handayani, Assistant Professor. Agriculture Science

The Family that Travels Together...Gets Lost Together!
Dr. Gina Claywell, Professor, English

2:00-5:00 CC Barkley Room

Senior Colloquium MLA 400: Cuhure and Literature from German
and Spanish-Speaking Countries
The Influences of the 'White Rose' during WWII and Today Melanie Shepard; The Social Themes of the 'Ubro de Buen Amor' Sandi Hall; The Duality of Fray Luis de Leon: the Man, the Poet, and
Bipolar Syndrome- Corrie Christy; The Ute and Poetry ot
Gustavo Adolfo Bequer- Brianna Bland
Sexual Repression in the Ute and Work of Federico Garcia Lorca
-Carrie Pond; A Look at the Poetry of Garcia Lorca- Amanda
Felber; Colonialism from ,the Perspective of Three Latin American
Short Stories - Katie Cunningham
Jorge Carrera Andrade: Solidarity and Solitude - Cynthia Martinez
The Development of the Role ot Women ot Mexico - Alicia Christ
The Tradition Roles of Mexican Women In the Play 'EI etemo
femlnino' by Rosario Castellanos - Kerf Jackson

3:00-4:00 CC Ohio Room
with
4:00

Faculty Hall 208

Globalization on the 'Fast-Track': The End of Democracy
Commentary by Noam Chomsky Nathan Jaco
Breaking Down the Dreary Steeples: Understanding Ulster
Sectarianism Dr. Sean Farrell, Guest Speaker. Northern Illinois
University Sean Farrell (PhD WISCOnSin) is associate professor of
history at Northern Illinois University. His book Rituals and Riots:
Sectarian Violence and Political Culture in Ulster, 1784-1886 (2000)
received the Donald Murphy Prize for Distinguished Arst Book in
Irish Studies from the American Conference for Irish Stud"IElS.
He recently ~ Shadows of the Gwvnen: VIOlence. History
and Art i1 Modem Ireland (Oanine Farquharson, oo-ed.,) (2007).

6:00-8:00 Mason Auditorium

.' 7:00

..•
...

CC Ohio

Doing Business Around the World
Brianna Bland - India, Joey Connors - Japan

CC Mississippi Room

New World Syndrome: The Case of Kosrae, Fattest Place on
Earth: Brad S. MacDonald, Assistant Professor/Reference
Librarian, Waterfield library

CC Barkley Room

Comparing Health Care In the US and Europe
Dr. Ann Beck, Associate Professor, Department of Government.
Law and International Affairs; Homelessness In Gennany and
Policy Implications for the United States: Merry Miller LCSW
ACSW, Senior Lecturer, Department of Social Work, Criminal
Justice, and Gerontology; A Comparison of the School Systems
In Germany and France; Dr. Chuck Hulick. Professor Emeritus,
Department of Educational Studies, Leadership. and Counseling

CC Theatre

Global Alumni Distinguished Lecture Series; Alumni Guests
include: Mike Fraser, '82, Senior Vtce President of National and
International Sales with Safety-Kieen Systems Inc., Texas Mike
Williams, '96. VICe President of Product Marketing with Memento
Security, Boston Melva Holt, 73 '83, Wor1d Wide Director with
Chordiant Software, New Hampshire.

International Bazaar: Countries represented include: Belarus,
Belize, Bulgaria, China, Cyprus, Germany, Hungary, India,
Indonesia, Japan, Moldova, Morocco, Nigeria, Russia, Saudi
Arabia, South Korea, Taiwan, Tajikistan, Thailand,
' Tunisia,Ukraine
.. 1:00
CC Ohio Room
~

~

Persistent Pharmaceuticals and Organohalogenated
Compounds: A Global Issue; Holly A. Mowery

Iraq: Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow Dr. Chris Bierwirth,
Associate Professor, History; Dr. Farouk Umar. Professor,
Government, Law & International Affairs
4:30-5:30 CC Ohio Room

6:00

Wrather Auditorium

From Korea to Kentucky: Sampling New Foods as
Opportunities for Both Cross-Cultural Enjoyment and
Misadventure Vicki Britton Kemp, Adjunct Faculty, ESL Program
Hyeja Jung. Assistant Professor, Art

Keynole Adctess: Wiister Gier Cha1g Ak.loog
Major General Gier Chuang Aluong was arong the first to join the
rebeftion of Southern Sudanese forces In May 1983. Aecruiled Into
the Sudanese People's L.beration Armj, he later was awoiltecl
Commander~ the siglallJ'lit ct the SPlA, a post he <Xrlhles to
a:mncrd txiay. Currenlly the ~ ~ Teleooii I IU licalb IS and
Postal SefW:es i1 the Govermlert ~Southern SudM, General Aluong
remains a merrber of the rrilitary ~ oouncil (GMC), 1he national
liberation ooundl (NLC) and the New Sudan Nallooal AIDS Council•
Aeoeption 1o FollcNt'

Older Women with Developmental Disabilities and Human Aigh1s
Dr. Jo-Ann Hammons, Professor, Communication Disorders
Cultural Shifts of Women Around the Globe
Uena Chavis, Lecturer, Social Work
Jane Etheridge, Director of the Women's Center
Sana Zbat, Graduate Student
6:00 p.m. CC Ballroom

Lost Boys of Sudan Banquet; By Invitation Only
For further details or to check on any additions or changes to
the schedule, go to www.murraystate.edu/lew or email
studyabroad@murraystate.edu.
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MUSIC REVIEW

Spears fails attempted comeback with "Blackout" album~
Staff writer Charlotte Kyle writes the
music review.
We're going to travel back in time, Hiro
Nakamura style.
It's 199Y - I'm in fifth grade. My mom
buys me tickets to an •NSYNC concert.
Who is opening? Some girl named Britney Spears. My friends and I haven't
heard of her, but after our first listen of
" ... Baby One More Time" we decide she's
pretty awesome.
This was eight years ago. Since then
she's become the reigning pop princess
and has held the media's attention with
marriages, children and freak haircuts.
Now she's released another album and
people still seem to care about her.
I feel like I'm getting old.
Since I rarely listen to the radio, I
haven't heard "Gimme More" outside of
her Video Music Awards performance.
There arc some songs I just wish 1 could
hate but, for whatever reason, I am
unable. Avril's "Girlfriend," Rihanna's
"Umbrella" and now Britney's "Gimme
More" are all on that list.
Although repetitive and meaningless,
it's horribly addicting. It has a good beat
and a two-word chorus that gets stuck in
my head at the worst moments.
Imagine my shock when I was still
entertained by the second track. Was I
going to be proven wrong? Was "Blackout" going to be a truly amazing album
like a number of people online had said?
I love songs about the industry. Butch
Walker's "Too Famous to Get Fully
Dressed" and Val Emmich's "Decadent
Decline" are constantly playing in my

iTunes. "Piece of Me" is Britney's song
about the media and while she does not
criticize the business so much as praise
her own marketability, I enjoy it.
She begins with "I'm Miss American
Dream since I was 17," and you instantly
know that song will inflate her ego.
The chorus adds a number of these
titles; "I'm Mrs. Lifestyles of the Rich and
Famous," she sings, though I could have
sworn that was Joel Madden, "Mrs. 'Oh
My God That Britney's Shameless,'" followed by "Mrs. Extra Extra! This just in"
and "Mrs. She's Too Big, Now She's Too
Thin." Each line is followed with "You
want a piece of me," a direct conversation
with the magazines and celebrity blogs
that constantly feature the entertainer.
Just when 1 was ready to give up any
scene credentials l've earned over the
years, the third track (and beyond)
proved to be nothing impressive.
I once had a CD featuring The
Chipettes singing Cyndi La.uper's ''Girls
Just Want to Have Fun." "Radar'' is more
annoying than that with high-pitched
vocals and Britney's southern dialect
replaced with an awful attempt at a
Rihanna·style accent.
"Break the Ice'' is supposed to be a reintroduction, because it has been a while
since we've heard any new material from
Spears. If this song had come out when I
was in fifth grade, I think my mom would
have taken away my music privileges.
While the heavy panting is meant to be
sexual, it instead makes me feel awkward.
"I like this part," she says before a musical interlude. I like that part, too, simply
because she stops the heavy breathing.
Then it starts up again with a breathy

intro listing body parts in "Heaven on
Earth." At this point, I've given up hope
on liking any other tracks. I imagine the
recording of this song was quite similar
to Samantha James (Anna Farris) recording "Love From Afar" in "just Friends."
I lack words for classy tracks like "Get
Naked (I've Got a Plan)" and "Freak·
show." I can stomach "Toy Soldier" but,
like most of the album, it doesn't sound
like Britney. "Hot As Ice" features chirping sounds amongst the chorus, "I'm cold
as fire, baby, hot as ice, if you've ever
been to heaven this is twice as nice."
The only song that addresses her
divorce from Kevin Federline, "Why
Should I Be Sad," was written by Pharrell
Williams. Instead of delivering heartwrenching vocals, however, the track is
just a slower version of th~:: other tracks.
There are no ballads, no demonstrations of vocal talent and very Little lyrical
depth on "Blackout." A few tracks aren't
horrible but, for the most part, it isn't
worth the money or the loss of brain cells.
I hope my iPod will forgive me for
playing it so many times.
Charlotte Kyle can be reached at charlotte.kyle@murraystate.cdu.

-

No note: only if you're desperate.
One note: worth a listen. but don't bother
paying for it.
Two notes: a decent record, try before
you buy.
Three notes: worth the money.
Four notes: a future classic.

photo courtc~y of wehpagcs.csus.edut

Infamous pop superstar Brltney Spears has released a disappointill(} new
album, M
Biackout"

Head west for free attractions, film festival, big-city tourism
'

ed in Forest Park, which offers 1,300 acres
of walking paths, lakes and other natural
attractions.
The Science Center offers more than
700 exhibits at no charge. The OMNlMAX Theater and Planetarium are also
available for viewing at the Science Center, which is open daily.
The Missouri History Museum, another free venue, currently contains an interactive display titled "Seeking St. Louis,"
which explains the history of the region,
aviator Charles Lindbergh and the 1904
World's Fair.
Cahokia Mounds, a site that chronicles
the lives of the ancient Native American
civilization, is another free tourist attraction. Cahokia Mounds is the largest prehistoric Native American city north of
Mexico. The Mounds includes an interpretive center, Woodhenge solar calendar and special events. Cahokia Mounds
is open 9 a.m.- 5 p.m. Wednesday through
Sunday.
For those with an artistic flare, the
I..awneier Sculpture Park, the Contemporary Art Museum and the Pulitzer Foundation for the Arts will satisfy your craving for displayed creativity.
If art, animals or nature are not your
cup of tea, the world-famous Budweiser
Clydesdales at the Anheuser-Busch
Brewery will be sure to satisfy your thirst
for fun. According to explorestlouis.com,
tours include the historic Brewbouse,
Budweiser Clydesdale stables, Jager cellar, packaging plant, hospitality room,

St. Louis, Mo.
In one of his flrst songs, rapper Nelly
told us where to find him.
If you would like
to fmd yourself in St.
Louis, get
excited it's
less
than
a ~~~
three and a ,_ ,
half
hour
drive from
Murray.
St.
Louis,
Mo., is a large city
filled with countless things to see and do.
Cheap Trips presents only a few "must
see" sites. But because college students
have a tight budget, we will showcase
some St. Louis attractions that are even
more appealing because they are free.
The Saint Louis Art Museum, built as
the Fine Arts Palace of the 1904 World's
Fair, is one of the nation's leading comprehensive art museums. Artwork from a
wide variety of cultures and time perJods
are displayed there. Admission is free,
even to special exhibitions showcased on
Fridays. Films and performances also
take place at the museum.
The St. Louis Zoo is another free attr<!C·
tlon. Visitors can view more than 11,400
exotic animals that represent the major
continents of the world. The zoo is locat·

... ...._

photo courtesy of visitingdc.com

The Gateway Arch is the Iconic Image of St. Louis, Mo., a city that offers a
wide variety of tourist attractions.

Anheuser-Busch gift shop and a free sam• '''
pie at the end. It's open daily, free of cos~.
Find details at budweisertours.com.
Of course, visitors cannot leave thi~
Missouri metropolis without seeing the
iconic image of St. Louis, the Gateway
Arch. Visitors can even ride to the top ot
the 630-foot arch which hangs over theMississippi River.
:
Looking for a reason to pack up an4
head west this weekend? Tht• 16th Annu·
al St. Louis International Film Festival, :
which is currently in full-motion, is ape~ ;
feet excuse.
!:
Details about the festival , which run ·
through Nov. 18, can b~:: found at cine· •
mastlouis.com.
The film festival, according to
expJorestlouis.com, is one of the largest
and highest-profile international film festivals in the Midwest, showcasing the
best in cutting-edge features and shorts ~
from around the globe.
For more sites and detailed information
about any of the attractions noted here,
check out explorestlouis.com.
Every week the College Life section provides tun and
lruqal trip ideas. Clip out each week's destmation and
refer to it when you gel in a rut and need to qet away or
are Itching for an excitmg adventure.
•
If you know of an mteresting or entertaining event
QOinQ on within a day·s car ride, send your Cheap Trip
Information and a phone number to rebecca.pasluevicf101
murraystate.edu.
Also. if you get achance to go to one of our Cheap Trip
destinations. send an e·mail to the above address to say
how it went. Safe travels!

Purcbase Area fupnosis
Tea&hing tuhniqtus to
REIAX~ANXIEIY•
RI:'I.I:M:~

ONlNIRA1Dl
Student Rates. (1:70) 436-5927

MURRAY

SUDOKU

CLASSIFI El)S

LookinR fo r a fe¥.{ ROOd
networl<
ma rkete rs
(270) 293-8726 fdi r e p . co m / c h u cka n d m_a rge
Spring Break 2008. Sell
tr•ps, ectrn cash and go
free. Cal for Group Dascounts_,. Best Prices Guaranteeol Best Parties!
jamaica, Cancun_, Aca~ul
co, Banamas, ;:,. Pa6re~.
Florida.
lnformationl
Reservations 800-648-484
or www.ststravel.com
Three Jack Russels available for adoption. Two 9
month old mates and one
1 112 year old female.
$100 adoption fee. (270)
493- 0089 or (270) 7599222. Indoor loving homes
only.
Ads may be submitted inWilson Hall room 111 , maile<.l
to Classifieds, do The Murray
Statt• News, 2609 University
Stat1on, Murray, KY 42071 ,
or e-mailed to
· thenews@murraystate.edu
For more information
call 809-4478.
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Art Guild.to host weekend holiday craft sale
Whitney Harrod
Staff writer
Although Thanksgiving has not
arrived, members of the Murray
community can jump-start their holiday shopping with a creative twist.
The Murray Art Guild will feature
24 artists in its annual Holiday Sale
this weekend. Held in the old post
office/Miller Annex at 200 S. Fourth
St., the fundraiser provides an
opportunity for the Guild's members
to sell local, handmade fine arts and
crafts to the general public.
The sale is Friday and Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. The annual sale
fc<ttures contemporary and traditional art with prices ranging from $5
to $500.
Paintings, ceramics, glass jewelry,
silver-smith jewelry, fiber art, rugs
and bags are all for sale.
The Guild receives 25 percent ·of
the profits.
The Guild was started 40 years
ugo by a group of artists attempting
to sell and exhibit their work, Executive Director Debi Henry Danielson
said.
As a Smith Fellowship recipient
and active member of the Guild.
Danielson paints oil pieces featuring
contemporary landscapt!S.

photo rourtesy of Debi Henry DJnielson

Murray State alumnus Bryan Warner creates unique wooden cooklno utensils which will
be for sale this weekend at the Murray Art Guild's Holiday Sale.
Once a small community-based
organization, the Guild now bas a
part-time •director, a to-member
board and over 150 members. The

Kentucky Arts Council gives yearly
grants to the Guild.
"Our mission is to motivate artistic growth through community arts

development," Danielson said.
"There is a need for people who like
to make art in a supportive environment."
Located at 500 N. Fourth St., the
Guild holds an indoor market where
regional artists sell their work. If
people cannot attend the Holiday
Sale and would like to browse, the
Guild is open Tuesday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Fidalgo Bay, Hilliard Lyons, the
Calloway County Library and the
actual Guild location have all hosted
exhibitions. There will be a Guild
members' exhibition Dec. 2 - 14 at
the Guild location.
The Artists Challenge series exhibition at the Guild continues year
round. Each month, the theme of the
series changes and this month
Danielson said the theme is "sheep."
The November exhibition features
10 artists with 14 different pieces.
"Guild members have the opportunity to take advantage of the studio
space offered at the Guild building,"
Danielson said.
Along with sales and exhibitions,
the Guild offers numerous workshops open to members and non·
members of different ages and skill
level, Danielson said. Weaving, lifedrawing sessions, Plein Air, Batik

and watercolor are some of the
Guild's ongoing workshops.
"You can weave a rug in a day,"
Danielson said. "Start at nine and by
two have a hand-made rug."
People wanting to weave a rug
during regular Guild hours are
encouraged to make an appointment.
The fcc is $20 for Guild members
and $25 for nonmembers.
One of the most popular workshops, Danielson said, is Plein Air
painting, French for painting from
life. She said groups meet outside in
natural locations like Land Between
the Lakes to paint outside in "the
open air."
According to murrayartguild.org,
the next Plein Air workshop will be
Monday, Dec 3., at The Homeplace
located in Land Between the Lakes.
There is a $10 instruction fcc.
Weekly life-drawing sessions are
conducted Tuesdays from 9 a.m.
until noon through the fall, Oanielson said.
The noninstructional session
encourages artists to work with their
media of choice. For more information on workshops, membership or
exhibitions, contact 753-4059 or visit
murrayartguild.org.
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
whitney.harrod@murraystatc.edu.

Festival fiddles onto Lovett Stage for annual competition
Casey Northcutt
Staff writer
Sometimes, in Bluegrass lyrics, fiddlers will
battle the devil for their souls. This weekend,
however, they'll only have to compete for first
place.
From 5:30 to 9 p.m. Friday and 8:30 a.m. to 5
p.m. Saturday, the Murray Conventions and
Visitors Bureau will host the second annual
Western Kentucky Fiddle Festival in Lovett
Auditorium.
fiddlers from around the region will take the
stage. competing in 14 categories including
those for old time string bands. beginners,
!itobro players. mandolin pl~yers, guitarists and
even clog dancers.
"lt's a neat thing to have in Murray, Ky.,
because it's celebrating our culture and our
heritage." Lindsay Geib, the Bureau's executive
director, said. "It's really showing people a different side of music that, maybe, they don't
hear on a regular basis."
Gcib organized the event and said the con-

test has already drawn musicians from around
the region, and some from Tennessee and Indiana, with the promise of good music, good
competition and more than $6,000 in prizes.
The Bluegrass scene also unites an odd assortment of men and women who might not meet
in any other situation.
"We were really looking for something
unique and different to our community that we
felt people of all ages could enjoy," she said.
"The great thing about this competition is that
people of all ages can participate. We have an
86-year-old who is registered to perform and
we have 5 and 6 -year·olds who are registered.
It really goes across the board and is something
the whole community as well as the whole
region can enjoy."
Geib said one of the festival's main attractions is watching a musician as they produce
reels and jigs for the audience's enjoyment.
"It's really watching the people perfonn
because they truly enjoy what they're doing,"
she said. "They get up onstage, and it's exciting
for them because they ,get to be the star on

stage and have the microphones and the lights
on them and then get to perform for everyone.
It's excitlng to watch them light up as they perform."
Last year, one of those enthusiastic fiddlers
was champion Ed Carnes. Although his day job
involves managing a technology company in
Franklin, Tenn., Carnes has a passion for the
fiddle and serves as the executive vice president for the Grand Master Fiddler Championship. Inc., a nonprofit corporation that runs
the annual Grand Master Fiddler Champi- ·
onship in Nashville, Tenn., and supports fiddle
education.
"It's just a very interesting hobby," he said.
"I'm also a fierce competitor, and that competitiveness has kept me interested for all these
years -that and all the friends you make playing music."
After winning first place with a rendition of
"Tugboat," be plans to return to support the
contest, which he considers to be a well-run
and worthwhile event.
"I like the fact that the people who run the

contest want to do a really good job," Carnes
said. ''They ask the people involved how they
can improve because they want to make it a
premier contest."
Ambitious fiddlers who would like to challenge Carnes' title can contact the Murray Conventions and Visitors Bureau to register and
pay the $10 entry fee, or they may sign up any
time on the day of the event until 15 minutes
before their category begins. For those who
wish to simply sit in Lovett's seats and enjoy
the music, tickets cost $4 for general admission, $3 for students with Raccrcards and children 12 and under can watch the dueling fiddles
for free.
Whatever the cost, Bluegrass enthusiasts
could get their money's worth. Carnes said this
year's festival is likely to be as unpredictable as
the first.
"You never know about a contest," he said.
"It depends on who the judges are and how
everybody plays that particular day."
Casey Northcutt can be reached cascy.rlorthcutt@murraystate.edu.

Free IDWeek!
Nov. 5-20,2007
Update your ID Card at the Racercard Office.
Please Note:
Replacement Schedule Is by
Residential College.

You for Everyt
They were called to serve,
they never asked why.
They fought for freedom for
and I.
Their family and friends
were left behind.
Their goal was peace for all
mankind.
Fighting for liberty and justice
for all.
Some lived to see it,
but some did fall.
Each one risked their life,
so freedom could ring.
Thank you for everything!
-Unknown

Nov. 5th - Lee Clark/Clark Hall
Nov. 6th - Elizabeth
Nov. 7th - Hart
Nov. 8th- Hester
Nov. 12th - Regents
Nov. 13th - Richmond
Nov. 14th- Springer/Franklin
Nov. 1Sth- White
Nov. 19th- "Make-up Day''
Nov. 20th- "Make-up Day''
Hours of Operation:
8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Racercard Office is located on the
1st Floor of the Currls Center

Criteria for replacement:
Must Turn In Current ID/Offer Not Valid for Lost Card
Old Card Design
Card Damaged
Photo not clearly useable for ID purposes
Update Residential College
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on the cover
The background photo used in this
photo illustration is courtesy of the
athletic department.

There's always this anticipation that makes you feel
like what you're about to
embark on is going to be the
best experience of your life.
The beginning of an athletic season is no different.
Granted, I'm not t he one
who's going to be out on the
court, but as a sports writer
and a true fan of Murray
State basketball, sometimes,
when the score of the game
gets close, I feel like I'm a
player, too. As a former player, I don't think you ever lose
that mentality. And at a
school with such strong basketball program, I think fans
cram into the RSEC feeling
like Jody Adams or Billy
Kennedy might stick them in
the game if times get tough.
Fans want to be players they want to be part of the
team. That says alot.
When Saturday roles
around, the energy inside the
RSEC will be electrifying..
Everyone's waiting to • see

what Kennedy can pull out of
his sleeve during his second
year and hoping that whatever he docs
muster up
includes the
word championship.
On
the
women's
side, fans
will wait to
see if flrstyear coach
Jody Adams Autumn Boaz
can help the Editor in Chief
Racer's
avenge last season's twopoint OVC championsp.ip
loss. It still makes my heart
hurt to think about it.
But while the men's and
women's team are making
fm al decision about which
plays they'll run and who'll
flU all the starting line up
positions, fans are deciding
which Murray State shirt
they'll wear and which porn
poms they'll cheer with.
When it comes down to it,
we're as ready as the players.

••
Winterize your car!

COME SEE US!
Antifreeze- Flush
Transmission- Flush

Established in 1962

We're committed to quality auto care, excellent customer service and fair prices. It's our goal to have
you back on the road fast with complete auto care, from engine to muffler and every part in between.

CUNNINGHAM AUTO REPAI
619 South 4th Street ·Murray, Ky 42071 • (270) 753-6831
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La Cocina Mexicana
Expanding to· a
New Location with
Outside Patio!
Now Open!

''Best
Mexican

Food''
Hazel Location is
Newly Remodeled
and Expanded,
Great for Groups!
New Location in
Murray!

501 S. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 767-1627

314 Main Street
Hazel, KY 42049
(270) 492-6393
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Talented Racers hope
for return to Big Dance
poll with rival Austin Peay holding the top spot. The Racers are
deep on talent at the guard posiThe Murray State men's bastion and will play an up-tempo
style game.
ketball team is revving up for
another season and another run
"We'll play four guards and I
at an Ohio Valley Conference
really think that will help us in
our league play." Head Coach
Championship.
The Racers bring back several
Billy Kennedy said.
starters from last season like preKennedy said he wants his team
Ohio
Valley · to be defensive minded and
season
all
Conference guard Bruce Carter. · wants his players to bring good
Carter led the Racers in scorball pressure to create turnovers
ing last season with l2 points per
and get easy baskets on the other
game. Fellow · guard Tyler
end of the floor.
Holloway is also returning leadKennedy intends to create a
ing last year's team with 55
team-only atmosphere throughthree's and ranking second in the
out the program. This concept
was highlighted when Kennedy
conference in free-throw perrecently dismissed junior transcentage.
All of the players arc working
fer Ivan Evans for conduct detrimental to the team. Kennedy
to toward another ticket to the
NCAA tournament. The Racers
exemplified his support of Coach
are ranked fourth in the Ohio
Mike Krzyzewski's quote "We
Valley Conference's preseason
don't want that. It's the name on

Tim MacAllister
Staff Writer

Hwy 641 South

the front, not the back."
It is going to take more than
talent alone for the Racers to win
· the OVC title this year. The
Racers have a tough non-conference schedule, featuring tough
opponents like Mississippi State
and Rider. They then have to face
a grueling conference schedule
with familiar ,foes like Austin
Peay and Southeast Missouri
State.
A few things to keep an eye on
this season will be the Racers'
response to a tough non-conference schedule and Kennedy's
response to expectations leftover from the Cronin era
Kennedy said another test for
the Racers' will be clos'e-game
situations.
In the 10 games that were
decided by five points or less, the
Racers were 7-3. They will need a
similar mark to earn a good seed
in the OVC tournament.
Kennedy said he is excited to
embark on the second year of a
rebuilding process and plans to
center the team around the core
group of returning players from
last year's season.
Tim MacAllister can be reached
at timothy.macallister@
murraystate.edu.

• • •

Elaine Kight/The News

Tyler Holloway Qoes up for a lay-up aqalnst Bethel last Saturday.

Look for tha BIG COWl
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Women picked 3rd by OVC officials
Autumn Boaz
Editor in chief
After an emotional Ohio Valley
Conference tournament including three games that were decided by less than three points, the
women's basketball team's season was decided by a single basket.
That basket came from the
hands of Southeast Missouri
State's ???? in the OVC championship game, giving SEMO an
OVC title and crushing the
hearts of loyal Racer fans.
After eight months, that shot
still weighs on players' minds,
but instead of heartache, the
two-point loss has stirred the
energy and motivation of a Racer
team that ended last year's season with a record-setting 21
wins.
"We wear that (loss) on our
left chest; we take it to heart,"
Head Coach Jody Adams said in
a press conference. "We lost by
two points, the regular season

OVC preseason rankings
1. Southeast Missouri
2. Samford
3. Murray State
4. Eastern Illinois
5. Tennessee Tech
and the championship game.
They wear it everyday. They see
it on each other. It's something
that we identify. It's a driving
force for me, and every time I
walk on that court I have a vision
of them cutting down the nets
and them being champions, winning the championship, and I
share that with them daily.
This season, the Racers return
10 players from last year's 21-10
squad, including junior Ashley
Hayes who was named to the
Preseason All-OVC team and
sophomore Amber Guffey. In last
season's conference championship game, Hayes led the team
with 23 points, followed by 19
points dished in by Guffey. The

Racer were picked to fmish third
in a preseason conference poll
Although the Racers return the
bulk of the 2006-07 team, the
team will be without the assistance of last year's OVC Player of
the Year Joi Scott. The Racers,
however, played without Scott in
the conference tournament
because of a season-ending
injury Scott suffered just before
the end of the regular season.
With the team's previous experience without Scott and the addition of Old Dominion transfer
student senior Angela Brown,
Adams expects her team to fil1
the gap left by Scott.
""I'm very excited about this
group," she said. "1 think we
should be a defensive team ftrst.
I think that's where you win your
championship games. That's
what l'd like to instill in this
team. I think they have been an
offensive team first and a defensive team second."
Autumn Boaz can be reached at
autu.mn.boaz@murraystate.edu

Misty I laye~./The News

Sophomore Amber Guffey makes a move against adefender.

Compl ete For mal Wear Headquarters
~

?~

]\ .fflr.~J)'s

Tanning & Storage Rental

10% discount on packages and lotions with MSU 10
Formal Wear, Limousines & Vans

Early Bird Special $2.75
Dollar Tan $2
Monday - Saturday
8 a .m. - 9 p.m.
Clbsed Sunday

812 Whitnell Drive
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-3333

Weddings, Proms,
Banquets, Birthdays
and Anniversaries
<Toll Free Nationwide>
www. mrjsladyjs.com
304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-5000

1-888-FOR MRJS
1-888-367-6757
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WOMEN'S RACERBASKETBALL 2007-08
Amber Guffey

Paige Guffey

guard
Year: Junior
Height: 5-7
Hometown:
Albany, Ky.
Clinton County HS
LAST SEASON

guard
Year: Junior
Height: 5-8
Hometown:
Albany, Ky.
Clinton County HS
LAST SEASON
Ll

guard
Year: Sophomore
Height 5-9
Hometown:
West Paducah, Ky.
Heath HS

guard
Year: Junior
Height: 5-10
Hometown:
Humboldt, Tenn.
Humboldt HS
LAST SEASON

LAST SEASON

guard/forward
Year: Sophomore
Height: 5-10
Hometown:
Radcliff, Ky.
John Hardin HS

Ast.

Year: Senior
Height: 5-3
Hometown:
Houston, Texas
James Madison HS

Ast.

FG%

3.9

guard
Year: Senior
Height: 5-8
Hometown:
New Orleans, La.
St. Mary's Academy

SEASON

0.8

center
Year: Sophomore
Height: 6-1
Hometown:
Paducah, Ky.
Tilghman HS
LAST SEASON

FG% IT%
.389
.805

L9

.432

F'T%
.703

guard
Year: Senior
Height: 5-5
Hometown:
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Christian County HS
LAST SEASON
FG% FT%

FG% FI'%
.333

Angela Brown
guard/forward
Year: Freshman
Height: 6·1
Hometown:
Memphis, Tenn.
Melrose HS
LAST SEASON

center
Year: Senior
Height: 6-5
Hometown:
Albany, Ky.
Old Dominion Univ.
LAST SEASON (2005·2006)
IT%

did not play college basketball

•.

Reb.
0.6

Ast.
0.3

Year: Sophomore
Height: 5·10
Hometown:
LaGrange, Ga.
LaGrange HS

LAST SEASON
Reb.
0.9

Ast.
0.1

head coach
Year: 1st
Hometown:
Cleveland, Tenn.
College:
University of Tenn.
Quotable: 11 1think we should be a defen·
sive team first. I think that's where you
win your championship games."
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Kennedy heads into 2nd year
Aaron Weare

Staff writer

Coming off of a first season
that ended with a 16-14 record for
the Racers and a second-place
regular season tie in the Ohio
Valley Conference, Murray
State's Head Men's Basketball
Coach Billy Kennedy enters his
second season with the Racers.
Before his time at Murray
State, Kennedy spent six years as
the head coach of Southeastern
Louisiana University. In his
tenure
at
Southeastern
Louisiana, Kennedy led the Lions
to a 44-18 record during his last
two seasons. Kennedy also led
the Lions to two Southland
Conference titles and the
school's first ever trip to the
NCAA Tournament.
Kennedy's transition into his
first season as a Racer was a bit
of a late one after taking over the
program in mid-April, late into
the basketball-recruiting season.
"You all remember (the movie)

'Field of Dreams?," Kennedy said
in a press conference. "Well last
year was just 'lets Field a Team',"
That was the case for last
year's Racer team. The end
result was a Racer team that fans
knew little about heading into
the season with ll new faces on
Murray State's roster.
A tough out-of-conference
schedule left the Racers with a 37 record heading into OVC play.
The Racers then went on to win
13 of their 20 OVC contests to
give the team a share of second
place in the Conference, and
Murray State's 20th consecutive
winning season.
Coming out of the 2006-2007
men's basketball season and into
the
2007-2008
campaign,
Kennedy will have a different
mindset for his Racers. Going
into year two, Kennedy said the
squad would undergo a multitude of changes. · ·
"We're not just throwing a
team out there and exp~cting
them to compete like last year,''·

Kennedy said. "We're way ahead
of last year. Last year we didn't
know each other and the team
didn't know me. We're miles farther along and if that translates
to wins then that would be
great."
For the first time in the
Kennedy era, the Racers will feature a team of returning starters
and role players from last year's
team including All OVC Team
selection guard Bruce Carter.
"The strength of our team is
the core guys that we had last
year, that are coming back,"
Kennedy said. "They played a lot
for us last year and they have
shown a lot of promise so far
heading into this season."
"This year we're getting to
work on things that can win a
championship. We're excited
about the nucleus we have going
here and we're excited about
Murray State basketball-not only
this year, but in the future."
Aaron Weare can be reached at
aaronweare@murraystate.edu.

Elaine Kight/The News

Head Coach Billy Kennedy gives a few tips fromthe sideline.

305 S. 12th Street • Murray, KY 42071 • (270) 753-0000
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Adams takes
.
the helm of
women's team
Steve Miller
Staff writer

Women's basketball Head Coach
Jody Adams has an impressive
resume. In college, at the University of
Te nnessee, she graduated with a
degree in human performance sports
studies with an emphasis on physical
education, but she may have learned
more on the basketball court. She was
a point guard for the Volunteers for
four years, and was guided by legRick Burreiffhe News
endary coach Pat Summit.
"I learned so much as a person, first Head Coach Jody Adams talks to a player on the bench during Saturday's exhibition game.
of all." Adams told the Murray Ledger titles and a National Championship in
From 2001-04, she was an associate
and Times. ''Obviously, playing for the the 1990-91 season. After graduation, head coach at Missouri-Kansas City
best in the country and learning from Adams coaching career began at the and also served as the recruitment
the best teacher in the country, there University of Minnesota as an assis- coordinator. managing the recruiting
was no way not to learn and to grow." tant coach and recruitment director. and equipment budget and putting a
As a player, she played in 107 games She earned recognition as having on of year-long strength and condition profrom 1989-1993. The point guard the top-five recruiting classes in the gram into operation. Her efforts
helped lead the Volunteers to four nation, recruiting current WNBA earned her the 2003 AFLAC National
consecutive Southeastern Conference player Lindsey Whalen.
Assistant Coach of the Year.

We're ready to take care of you:
...

November 9, 2007
Adams most recent endeavor was at
Southern Illinois University where she
served as the associate head coach for
the last three seasons, helping the
Salukis to last year's 21-11 record and
Missouri Valley Conference regularseason championship and Women's
National Invitation Tournament berth.
Adams got her first taste of how it
feels to be the head coach in an exhibition win against Christian Brothers
Saturday. After the game she commented on how it felt to be the person
in charge of her team.
"I haven't changed as a head coach."
Adams said. "I coach the player, and I
coach the team. I coach probably no
different than when I was an assistant
coach. The main difference is that the
team comes to me immediately."
As a player, coach and recruitment
coordinator, Adams has excelled. Now
the question becomes, can she be successful at Murray State as a head coach
and take the women's basketball program to the next level?
"I think we can get it done, and it's
going to start on the defensive end,"
Adams said. "I'm sure I'll have questions about strategies, philosophies
and other things, but we're going to
play some defense." The answers will
be revealed as the season unfolds.
Steve Miller can be reached at
steven.miller @murraystate.edu

YOU DO HAVE RENTERS
INSURANCE RIGHT?
For just penn ies a day a renters
policy from State Fa rm' makes it caS)'
to replace rour :,tuff if bad things
happen, like fire or theft. Call today
fi)r more inll>rmntion.
Mark lewis, Agent
305 North 12th Street
Murray. KY 42071-1952
Bus. 270 753·9627
mark.lew1s lvhB@statefarm com
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• P. Awelllc • Billy DIIICint •
• Zsn'a •

13
• Brazilian Jul Jltsu •
• Mixed Martial Arts •

For Fun and fitness

Z4lloll's llolday • Dnlay
(le opea I 5111 Monday
I doll't dose 'tilllPII friday)

• Classes forming Now!
• Space is Limited • Call for prices & times

••••••••••••••••••

: falftily rdness Center Tanaing :

: $5.00 Discount :
:

(on tanning packages)

:

•

Every Tuesday $2.00 Tan

•

:
•

Open 24 Hrs. Mon. - Thurs.
:
Fri 5 a.m. -7 p.m. • Sat 8 am · 5 p.m. •

. . - 6pll Saturday
Closed Sunday
• No Contracts
• Free Childcare
(during childcare hours)
• Over 2200 Square Feet of Free Weights
• Large Aerobics Room & cardio Room

•••••••••••••••••• Check us out ••• 1st visit is free!

.c~

• Boxln9 with Shawn Simmons·
• Kids 8 • 16 K1rate
(Free Membership)
• Call for Class Schedule ' Prices

(270) 761·3737
808 Chestnut Street
Murray, KY 42071

p

MEXICAN RESTAURANT
27Q-767-0375
506 North 12th Street • Murray

GOOD LUCK RACERSI
HOURS
Sunday - Saturday: 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Carry Out Available
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DATE

OPPONENT

Nov. 3
Nov. 10
Nov. 17
Nov. 23
Nov. 28
Dec.1
Dec. 5
Dec.8
Dec. 18
Dec.20
Dec.29
Dec.30
Jan. 3
Jan.5
.
.Jan. 7
Jan. 10
Jan. 15
Jan. 19
Jan.24
Jan.26
Jan.29
Jan. 31
.
Feb. 2
Feb. 7
Feb. 9
Feb. 14
Feb. 16
Feb. 23
Feb. 28
March 1
March 4

Bethel (exhibition) Murray
Rider
Murray
Western Kentucky
Bowling Green, Ky.
Avila
Murray
Arkansas State
Murray
Mississippi State
Starkville, Miss.
Eastern Kentucky
Murray
Morehead State
Murray
Jacksonville State Jacksonville
Samford
Birmingham, Ala.
UT-Chatanooga
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Wright State/Belmont Chattanooga, Tenn.
Eastern Illinois
Charleston, Ill.
Tennessee State
Murray
Southeast Missouri Cape Girardeau, MO.
Austin Peay
Murray
lndiana-SouthBend · Murray
Tennessee-Martin
Martin, Tenn.
Tennessee Tech
Murray
Southeas Missouri Murray
Samford
Murray
Austin Peay
Clarksville, Tenn.
Jacksonville State Murray
Eastern Kentucky
Richmond, Ky.
Morehead State
Morehead, Ky.
Tennessee State
Nashville, Tenn.
Eastern Illinois
Murray
TBA
Murray
Tennessee Tech
Cookeville, Tenn.
Tennessee-Martin
Murray
OVC tournament
Nashville, Tenn.

WHERE

TIME
7:30p.m.
7 p.m.
TBA
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
noon
7 p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
7 p.m.
5 or 7 p.m.
7:15p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
6 p.m.
7:30p.m.
2 p.m.
7 p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m:
8 p.m.
3:15 p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
TBA
6 p.m.
7:30p.m.
TBA

·'1111•••• r
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